Pulver Pavilio n set to open in the fall

College has disaster plan in place
By JOHN DeBRUICKER
NEWS EDITOR
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For more on the renovations to Cotter Union, check out the in depth overview and f loorplans on Page 4.

On Apr. 16. after the Virginia Tech
shootings, the nation turned its attention to a horrific example of a poorl y
prepared emergency response system.
Questions then arose about what could
have been avoided if the University
could have notified its population
more quickl y. At the College, we have
a system that has been in place for
several years and is continually under
evaluation so that we can respond efficiently as a community to catastrop hic events.
Director of Safety Bruce McDouga!
formalized the College 's emergency
response p lan in \WA . just in time for
a major ice storm that knocked the
power out in most of Waterville. The
College maintained power throug h its
own generators and was able to house
several locals m the field house to ride
out the storm. The p lan was called
upon again during the scare surrounding the abduction and murder of Dawn
Rossignol '04 in the fall of 2003.
"As with most plans of this sort.
what you try and do ts create a process
that can respond to a full range of different kinds of circumstances. " said
Vice President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Jim Terhune. "I
frankl y don 't know that there 's any-

thing particular that came out of [the
VT shootings] that we saw as a huge
gap [in the response plan) "
fn the event of an emergency, a
response team is assembled, consisting of the senior staff: representatives
from the president 's office , dean of
students " office, health center , com-

The scale is
nowhere near
what the
Virginia Tech
campus is like.
There are distinct advantages
to being small.
Bruce McDougal
Director of Safety

munications , security, physical p lant
and dining services. "It 's a group
that 's convened instantly and can also
include more or fewer peop le depending on what 's going on ." Terhune said
If the event occurs during the
C ollege 's operational business hours ,
the group can be convened in the
board room of Eustis in less than five

minutes The group met the day after
the Virginia lech massacre to discuss
how to address the fears of parents ,
alumtti and students They met again
Thursday. May 3 as part of routine
evaluation of the emergency response
p lan. "It 's a living , breathin g document ," McDougal said.
An advantage Colby has over many
other places is our ability to shut off
access to every building on campus
almost instantly. "They can push a
button in campus security and lock
down the outside doors on every
building on campus, which is not a
function that every place has,"
Terhune said. According to Terhune.
the campus also keeps enough food to
sustain itself for four days in the case
of a disaster. Virtuall y the entire campus can be run on the generators located on campus.
There are several ways in which the
College can contact students. On an
electronic lever , the response team can
send messages to every phone on campus connected through a land line Email is also a hig hl y efficient way to
reach many people at once, especiall y
on a campus such as this where so
much communication alread y happens
via in-box
The p lan also calls for dispatching
Continued on Page 3

Plans f or Waterville-Colby f estival progressing
By JOHN DeBRUICKER
NEWS EDITOR

Next year 's Student Government
\5soctation President-fleet and Vice
President-Elect are alread y taking
steps to turn their platform for the
election into reality. As a way of
brid ging the gap between May flower
[fill and the rest of " Waterville.
Nicholas Cade "08 and Jeffrey Mullins
"08 have begun p lanning a day-long
festival, tentativel y scheduled for
Sept 15 at the Head of the Falls, featuring Jive music and chances for students and Waterville residents to
interact on a personal level.
"We want this to be an opportunity
tor students to see Waterville. " Cade
^Jld. "We want to pro* ide an opportunity to get to know some of the peop le
whose businesses we patronize and

see what else is on Main Street. " Cade
has been meeting with Waterville
Mam Street , an organization that
advances efforts to develop the
Downtown area into a thriving, energetic, commercial , social , cultural and
entertainment destination. "The enthusiasm is great. Every bod y I' ve talked
to is on board with this...Waterville
Main Street said they 'd make it their
top priority. "
Thoug h Waterville Fest is currently
being spearheaded by SGA. the concept is for numerous on campus and
Downtown groups alike to have the
booths at the festival. Colby organizations and local food vendors will be
able to set up booths and run activities
all day long. Possibilities for some
events include a walking tour of the
town , foot races, face painters and a
dunk tank. Colb y bands as well as

local and high school musicians will
have the opportunity perforin , and
Adam Gemnger-Dunn 'OS who will
be the chair of the Student
Programming Board's Concert and
Tive Music committer may try to get
a big time A -X to come as well. Cade
envisions the festival as a faintly-oriented affVir in which students who live
in town can meet their neighbors and
put a face to the College 's name. "We
want to encourage more positive interactions , more positive perceptions of
Waterville and of Colby and try to
brid ge the gap as best we can," he
said. Cade has already put together a
steering committee tor the event consisting of student representatives from
SGA , SPB, the Goldf 'a rb Center for
Public Affairs and Civic Engagement
and the South Fnd Coalition.
Cade and Mullins have also begun

looking for a lawyer to hel p them
with a "Know Your Ri ghts " booklet to
give to each student. The SGA president and vice president acknowled ge
that when students are out on the
town having fun. there is a chance
they could run into the police. "Some
of it 's common sense, but if you 've
never read it before there 's no way
you can know it ." Mullins said about
the importance of circulating the

information.

Mullins is working on arranging
rides for students to and from the
Portland Jetport on major travel days
next year. He has enlisted the help of
next year 's SGA Treasurer Tun
Williams 'OS to make sure that the
pieces are set in place by the end of
this year. "This is something that most
schools have." Mullins said, "it 's a
very feasible option. "

Former senator from Pennsylvania addresses College
By JAMES BELTRAN
STAFF WRITER

Former
U.S.
senator
from
Pennsy lvania and current senior fellow at the Ethics and Public Policy
Center in Washington , DC. Rick
k
Santorum came to the College
A
Apr. 26 and spoke regarding a
^L i renaissance taking place in

^BL

^
Santorum began his
:'¦_• ''" ^Bk
I speechfor
by expressing gratbeing invited to
^^T ltude
speak and told everyone in
^^^^
the Diamond Building 's auditori\

um how important it is to have an
open discussion of different views. He
then spoke of a renaissance that has
occurred in American culture within
the last forty to fifty years.
Santorum exp lained that the overall
quality of life and economic prosperity has spread all over the world during
the course ofJustory He remarked thai
capitalism won the day and that countries have accepted this reality.
Santorum continued that China and
India are examples of the record levels
of prosperity that are taking place.
"Political freedom is at an all-time
high. " said Santorum. adding that
there were onl y about twenty-five
racies in the world just a
Ldemoc
century ago and that things arclooking up despite crises and
hot spots. He
^^

commented that "culture drives everything. " including politics and the
economy, "if cultures were sick, then
eventuall y political dynamics and
economies fall apart." Santorum said.
We are entering unfamiliar waters as a
country, according to the former senator. The United States is facing a cultural conflict in today 's world.
Santorum said that "we don 't like to
talk about it. not even the president
Terror is not an ideology. It 's a tactic
used by the enemy The enemy prays
to a God, a God that has a theology
that surrounds it "
According to Santorum. who
labeled the enemy as radical , fascist
Islamists. Americans refuse to deal
with this threat. Howe\cr. he said it is
in the best interests of the United
States to open our eyes before it is
too late. Santorum called the United
States a superpower and warned that
superpowers eventuall y collapse
Continued on Page 2
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Reusable mug program stalls
By JOHN DeBRUICKER
NEWS EDITOR

On Mar. 1. Dining Services at the
College imp lemented a program in
which students were given p lastic
mugs they could take out of the dining
halls in hopes that they would return
them and use them in lieu of paper
cups to reduce trash Recently , this
environmentally sound idea has had
less than desirable returns , as most of
the mugs have not wound up coming
back to the dining halls at all. and
instead can be found scattered about
campus u\ dorm rooms or forgotten
about on the side of the road.

Suzanne Merkelson
•09 recaps her
experience as
Opinions Editor on
Page 8.

Operations Manager of Dining
Services Joe Klaus has noticed fewer
and fewer of the mugs in the dining
halls. "We don 't see any large numbers in any one place at any given
tune." he said. He estimated that of
the 3,000 mugs Sodexho (the company the College uses to provide dming
services) boug ht, probablv about one
hundred of them are still in circulation, and even that mig ht be hig h "I
don 't view the program as a failure
though. "
Klaus said thai like any other form
of education , the pro gram will take
lime. "I' m not o\erlv disp leased. " he
Continued on Page 2

Take a seat for the
Collegium concert
on Page 11.
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SANTORUM: Former senator discusses the
political significance of the situation in Iraq
Continued From Page 1

"Superpowers die for two reasons,
one external and one internal Unless
there is a renewal, unless a culture is
capable of restoring itself , time will
cause decay " Santorum said, explaining that empires have been conquered
when they are in their decline
Santorum said that the United
States is currently in a precarious
position cultural and moral decline
He argued that the enemy cannot wait
and understands that it must act to
take control Referring to the current
war in Iraq. Santorum criticized liberals for being ignorant , saying that for
them, "it 's politically smart to be that
way. to trash that war The problem is
that they know better " He predicted
what would happen if presidential
hopeful Hillary Clinton follow s everyone else "If shejust plays the populist
tone and goes along as anti-war and
gets elected, she 's going to have one
hell of a problem she will have to confront She will have no credibility "
Santorum then said how President
George W Bush has been dishonest to
the American people, and that we will
find out sooner or later the gravity and
nature of the threat that we face He
remarked that we will pay a hornble
price and that we will ask why the
homble event occurred as well as why

MS Walk a success , Relay for Life slated for Saturday-By ELISABETH PONSOT

BENJAMIN B HERBST

JOHN LVBR1 1CKER sews EDfTOfi

i

we did nothing to stop it "This war
will cause a Renaissance in America
because it is a cultural conflict at its
core ," said the former senator, saying
that we will have to understand ourselves better in order to understand the
enemy. Santorum called Europe a
place of big governments, ridden with
liberal sexual views, slow economies
and multiculturalism running amok
"Europe is where the left wants to go
But it is on its way to losing because it
is being Islamicized," he remarked ,
explawmg that Europe is slowly dying
and that the crisis is mostly of faith
Santorum did have some optimistic
comments about the future of the
United States, though he made note of
the dangers we are destined to be in
for the forseeable future. "I have a
great belief thai America will be the
country that stands up to this
onslaught ," said Santorum The former senator made it clear that we are
fighting fascist Muslims , not every
person
who
practices
Islam.
Unfortunately, said Santorum, the
enemy knows about us and has
learned from the mistakes that they
made on Sept 11 . 200 1 He said they
now know that defeating the United
States will require attrition Santorum
warned that this war will be long,
tough, and will not be won cleanl y,
explaining that the enemy we face
today is committed to its goals

On Saturday, Apr 28. students and
professors of the College eommumtv
as well as residents of the greater
Maine area gathered at the Field
House to participate in the MS Walk
a major fundraising event for the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
that occurs on a national scale The
walk raised money to provide for the
over 3.000 people who have been
diagnosed with Multip le Sclerosis in
Maine, as well as their families ,
friends , the professionals who care for
them, and the general public
According to Visiting Assistant
Professor of Psychology Jennifer R
Yates, "The Walk' s primary goal is to
raise money and awareness , and to try
to figure out the best ways to hel p
those who already have the illness "
Yates, who has acted as chair of the
committee for the past four years ,
noted that money raised often goes
toward establishing newl y diagnosed
support groups that providing assistive devices for patients who have a
progressive form of the disorder and
childcarc assistance for families
affected by MS
Yates expressed her utmost gratitude to the extent of student involvement this year. "This year especially
I' ve had a lot of student involvement
The
Colby
Neurds
(Colby ' s
Neuroscience Club) have been particularly helpful in volunteering " After
the walk . Yates reiterated her satisfaction. "It went reall y well. We had a
huge turnout, and it seems to have
been very successful, lots of peop le
raised lots of money !"
Mark Huard . who runs Huard' s JuJitsu & Karate in Winslow. rallied a
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Students and locals in the Multip le Sclerosis Walk on Saturday One team alone raised over $2,000 for the cause.
team of 20 people that raised over
S2 .000 for the foundation Huard. who
led this team for the first year at the
MS walk said . "As a team, we try to
give back to the community and do a
lot of different volunteer events. I
think it 's important to do chanty and I
want to show the kids that as well. It 's
really great for them to help, and this
is an extremely important cause. "
The Colby College community in
conjunction with residents of the
greater Maine area will show their
dedication to charitable events once
again next weekend , at the Relay for
Life of Colby College on May 4
Relay for Life is an American
Cancer Society event that raises
money to fight the disease and additionally acts as an occasion to celebrate those who are cancer survivors
As they have done at successful Relay
events in the past , teams here at Colby

COOT 2 to offer two new trips for first -years
By CHELSEA EAK1IN
FEATURES EDITOR

In addition to the familiar day and
overnig ht hiking trips offered to
incoming students , two new Colby
Outdoor Orientation Tri p (COOT 2 )
options will be added in the fall: sailing and painting /photography
The painting / photography COOT
will be based on the coast in Camden
Director of Outdoor Education and
Safety Jonathan Milne is hoping to get
some faculty members involved with
the new trip Students will have
opportunities to paint and photograph
outside, work with faculty and visit
the Farnsworth Art Museum in
Rockland. "There will be a lot of room
and flexibility. " Milne said.
COOT leaders will team up with
the Chewonki Foundation based in
Wiscasset to offer a sailing trip on two
boats The trip will depart from midcoast Maine and visit and camp on
two or three islands
"It is a very important thing for us

will camp out Friday evening while
one representative at a time takes their
turn walking around the track
Participants walk among thousands of
glowing bags, each symboh/mg a person who has survived or who has been
lost to cancer
Christina Mok '09. part of team
recruitment for Colby 's Relay for
Life , said that as an institution , people
should try to do all they can to support
the event "Relay supporters help the
American Cancer Society to keep
working toward a cancer-free future
We can all do something to save lives
and help those alread y fi ghting the
disease. Our committees all work
together, but my job specifically is to
spread the word about Relay and to
encourage people to participate in this
amazing cause." she said. Alread y,
Colby 's Relay for Life event has
raised almost SI0 .000.

(

always to consider how we structure
outdoor recreation programs A lot of
people come into a p lace like this and
have different levels of outdoor
skills." Milne said. "It is important to
have trip focuses that don 't rely so
heavily on hard skills, but provide an
introduction. "
Each year, Milne sits down with
the COOT committee, comprised of
students that have experience leading
COOT trips , and discusses what could
be improved and what new options
could be added. COOT leader applications include a space to recommend
new trips students would like to see
added. Last year , the committee
added Downeaster , a visit toward
down east Maine , an eco-focus
COOT geared toward ecological
learning, and a trail work COOT
based in Baxter State Park
Milne expects the options to continue expanding in the future "It is great
to have diversity in these trips , as long
as we maintain the traditional focus."
he said.

All participating Seniors are asked to read and consider this statement:
I will respect myself , others and property
I am accountable for my actions

I respect the tradition and am committed to continuing the celebration
beyond this year
I will ensure the safety of myself and others
I understand that if I participate in dangerous behavior or activities I
will be subject to removal from the program

Senior Steps '07 Keeping it Alive]
- Kate Braemer '07

Student commencement
speaker to be announced today
KATE BRAEMER
JOHN DEBRUICKER
MICHAEL "KIP" KIPROP
STEVE SAN DAK
ROY WILSON
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Other awards announced:
Allen LaPan
SENIOR CLASS SERVICE AWARD

Phyllis Mannocchi
C.W. BASSETT TEACHING AWARD

v

Congratulations to all

J

MUGS: Reusing program to continue next year
Continued From Page 1

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

L

Finalists:

Senior Steps Announcement:
Senior Steps will take place at 4 p m on the steps of Miller Library on the
last day of classes . May 11 All Seniors will pick up bracelets by signing them
out personally in Student-Activities in Lovejoy on Thursday, May 10, and must
wear them to enter event

Additionally, as Kathryn Weber
'07 . who has raised over $1, 200 thus
far for Relay for Life noted , "Events
like Relay for Life don 't require a long
term commitment , it 's one night
where anyone who wants can be a part
of a huge fundraising campaign Most
of us have pulled some all-nighters in
our time., this is a night that can make
a difference!"
,,
For students interested in donating
to the American Cancer Society's
Relay for Life of Colby College , contributions can be made at the event on
May 4. or through the Colby chapter
at
homepage ,
http://vvwwkintera .org/faf/home/de__ a
uft.asp ?ievcnt=2O6320#. Those wfib
wish to support the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society can also make i a
at
donation
online ,
http://wwvv nationalmssociety.org . "

said. It will take time to reverse a student ' s psychology that he or she can
just count on disposable drinking vessels being there at all times "We 're
trying to re-teach that And that 's
going to take a while " Part of the reason the program began is because students tended to walk off with china
mugs that were more costly to rep lace
than their newer p lastic substitutes
Dming Services has offered free
breakfast to custodians who return ten
mugs from their residence halls
Regardless of the program 's success or failure this year , Klaus is confident that it will improve next year.
Dining Services p lans to give the
program a shot in the arm with a

fresh shipment of mugs and a new
blitz of information to publicize the
movement
"M y hopes out of all this is that at
the end of four years of college , I' ve
sent a student out into the world who
has developed the habit of not using a
disposable product and throwing it
away If I can develop that over a four
year period I think I' ve accomplished
something. " Klaus saidStudents are also getting behind the
effort of evaluating what can be done
to improve the program. Plans are in
the works for a meeting between
Dining
Services
and
the
Environmental Awareness Group to
examine how initiatives like the
reusable
mugs and
"Trayless
Thursdays " can get oft' the ground.

www.colbyecho.com

Class of 2011 looks to be diverse
By TEAGUE DUGAN
NEWS STAFF

The size of the College 's applicant
pool for the class of 2011 grew by
10% over the previous year , making it
t!|p largest ever, with 4,679 students
applying for 475 spots. While the
c&ct composition of the class will not
be known until May 1, we can infer a
general profile from among the
accepted applicants.
The College has secondary class
rank data on roughly 55% of admitted
applicants. Of those, 75% were in the
top 10% of their class, 60% were within the top 5%, and 20% were within
the top I %.
The average SAT Verbal and Math
scores of admitted students were 700
.ind 690 respectively, for a cumulative
average of 1390. "Given the academic
strength of this year 's applicant pool ,
our class of 2011 ought to be very able
indeed ," Parker Beverage, Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid , said.
The College expects a very diverse
group of freshmen next year. Of the
nearly 1,000 international applicants
the school accepted 200 students from
63 different countries. "I would guess

that 10-12% of our next entering class
would be international students ."
Beverage said Traditionall y underreprescnted African-Latino-Asian and
Native-American (ALANA) students
arc expected to compromise 18-20%
of the class of 2011.
Next year 's freshmen will include
around 190 students who applied

Given the academic strength of
this year's applicant pool , our
class of 2011
ought to be very
able indeed.
Parker Beverage
Dean of Admissions
and Financial Aid

Early Decision and will probabl y be
more than half female "As always , we
hope that we may be able to make
additional offers of admissions, per-

haps 25 or so, to students on our Wait
List (WL). Obviously, this WL activity will have to take place after May I .
once we know where we stand with
respect to our enrollment targets ,"
Beverage said.
Most students have probabl y
noticed the increased frequency of
tours as recentl y accepted students do
some last minute research before
deciding if Colby 's right for them.
"April is always a terribl y busy
month With the Common Candidates
Rep ly Dale of May 1. we have essentially this one month to enroll the students we 've admitted to the College
This means many campus visitors ,
open houses on Mayflower Hill, offcampus receptions in cities across the
USA . lots of e-mail traffic , and the
like ." Beverage said.
While we will not have final data on
the class of 2011 for several weeks, it 's
safe to say that given the applicant pool ,
Colby 's becoming an increasing ly competitive place to get into As so much of
the quality of a student 's education
depends on the quality of that student 's
peers, the upward tread in academic
strength of Colby 's student bod y should
serve to enhance the Colby experience
for the foreseeable future

DISASTER PLAN: College's advantage in safety comes in its small size
Continued From Page I
I teams of campus security and Physical
! Plant Department staff to virtually
j uverywhere on campus to give
instructions as to what people should
be doing. "We can have staff go
, through every floor in every building
I on campus within twenty minutes . "
Terhune said.
tn the case of someone on campus
being armed and dangerous , the
Waterville Police, State Police and
Kennebec
County
Sheriffs
Department are contacted and our
security officers would yield control
of the campus to them. "Whenever
there is a crime or a fire , we call the
police and they basically own the
i campus ," McDougal said. The
College will only provide a support
role for the law enforcement once
: they have been contacted. Part of the
problem at Virginia Tech, according
lo McDougal , was that their law-

enforcement on campus is strictly
state police He expressed serious
gratitude that this is not the case here
at the College.

We can have
staff go through
every floor in
every building
on campus
within twenty
minutes.
Jim Terhune
Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students

A major part of what makes us safe,
McDougal says, is our size. "The

advantage of being small is one of our
greatest protections ," he said. "We
have roughly 25 acres that have buildings on them on a 700 acre campus
The scale is nowhere near what the
Virginia Tech campus is like. There arc
distinct advantages to being small. "
McDougal added that someone
would he hard pressed to find a campus as well prepared as this one is
"We 're ahead of a lot of institutions in
our planning 1 think we're very well
prepared in a lot of ways." he said. He
is confident that the plan that exists
does well to cover a wide array of situations , but noted that "to be blunt ,
there is no way to notify everyone on
a college campus immediately. It 's
jusi impossible " If there 's anything
that last month's events can tell you
about preparation though, is that it is
never going to be perfect for every
given situation. "We 're quite ready. I
think. " McDougal said "Can you be
ready for anything all the lime '* No.
Of course not."

2006-07 Student Leadership Awards
Arthur Galen Emrtis, Jr. Award
BILLY FONG 08

To be awarded to a member of the junior class (M/F) who is a member of hall staff. The student will exhibit qualities of integrity, leadership, warmth of personality, and true concern of others.
Leila M. Funster Award:
PRANAY SHAH '10
SAKSHI BALANI '10
To be awarded to a first-year man AND woman who, by their academic performance command respect from their
classmates, have contributed to the campus, and have shown the character and ideals most likelv to benefit society.

Lt John Parker Holden II Award
ANNE CUTTLER 07

To be awarded to the student who exemplifies the ideals of good citizenship, responsibility, integrity and loyalty,
which were the guiding principles of Lt. Holden.

Kim Miller Award
BRENT V. AIGLER '08

To an outstanding junior man who exemplifies those qualities possessed by Kim Miller - devotion to family, loyalty
to his College and respect for his country.

Lorraine Morel Memorial Award
JUSTINE LUDWIG '08

Awarded each year to a woman in the junior class who, by her sense of purpose and service, has made significant
contributions to the academic and social life on campus.

Jacquelyn Nunez Award
RAVEN ADAMS '08

Awarded to a woman with high scholastic standing and active participation on campus.
Ninetta Runnals Award
KATE BIDDISCOMBE '07
To be awarded to a woman with high academic standing and active participation in campus affairs
Ethel M. Russell Memorial Award
ALISON MCARDLE 07

Russell was a member of the Colby class of 1900 and a member of the Chi Omega Sorority. Wildc at Colby, she participated in basketball and was a member of the Kappa Alpha Honor Society. Ms Russell was awarded a Colby Brick
for her many years of service as a class agent.

Philip W. Tirabassi Memorial Award
ADAM (SAM) BOSS 08

Awarded to a junior man who willingly assists his classmates, promotes the best interest of the school, and maintains
superior academic standing.

Carrie M. True Award
REBECCA LYNCH '09

Awarded to an undergraduate female student for pronounced religious leadership and influence in the life of " the College

Join the Student Programming Board
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Visit the Website for Applications:
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A recent \ie*\ of the inside of the Pulver Pavilion expansion to Cotter t. nion The pavilion, or the "heart " as it is referred to. w ill house student lounge space and the new home of the Johnson Family Spa (behind the stairs).

Cotter Union construction progressing; set to open in the fall
By BEN HERBST &
KATHLEEN MAYNARD

EDITOR IN CHIEF & STAFF WRITER

During the 2006-07 academic year,
students, staff and faculty all felt the
crunch of manv of Cotter Union 's
functions being either offline or displaced The po-t office moved to Dana
Hall. Student-Activities moved to
Lovejoy, the Marchese Blue Light Pub
joined the Echo office as a tenant ot
the basement of Roberts Union (pushing the Pottery Club to the Steam
Plant) and students using the Pugh
Center 3nd Page Commons had to
plan around construction schedules
The renovation of Cotter L' nton and
addition of the Puher Pavilion arc on
schedule to open tor the fall semester
of 2007 Campus facilities will return
to the building and new additions will
include student lounge space and a
coffeehouse

2007-08
Hours of Operation
Johnson Family Spa
7:00 A.M 1:00 AM
7 DAYS 4 WEEK

Freshens/Starbucks lounge

3:00-5:00 PM. AND 7:00-11:00 P M.
MONDAY FRIDAY

Marchese Blue Light Pub
7:00PM MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THURSDAY
7:00PM 1:00 AM
FRtDAY SATURDAY

The renovation effort has been trulj
massive, much ot th; original 14. 01)0square-fool student union has been
remodeled or reconfigured, and an
additional 1.000-square-feet of support space has been added to Cotter
Most of the expansion comes m the
form of the Pulver Pavilion, which
will house the Johnson Family Spa. a
coffeehouse and student lounge space .
connecting the tw u v, ings of the Union
with a 9.000-square foot structure
The former Sp.. space will now be

the pub . and the former pub space
will be a quiet stud y lounge. Also
upstairs , in close proximity to the bar.
there will be two game rooms open to
all students These game rooms ,
encased in glass will overlook the
main Cafe and Grill seating area , and
will likelv house a pool table as well
as several other games that have yet
to be determined
Food Service in Cotter
The availabiluv of food service
options and public space on our campus were made very clear through a
discussion with Director of Dining
Serv ices Varun Avasthi . who has
played a critical role in developing the
new union 's design "We want this
building to be comfortable and conducive to impromptu gatherings
throughout the dav and nig ht. " Avasthi
told the Echo recently He proceeded
with a detailed description of the
buildings interior with its many conveniences "Walking into the main
entrance as you come from Lovejoy
you will find yourself on the main
thoroughfare with the new Cafe and
Grill direct 1> on your right A Grab &
Go counter where one can purchase
sandwiches , organic snacks, or Green
Mountain Coffee will be located on
the end closest to ihe main thoroug hfare Adjacent to the Grab &.Go, we'll
have a grill with burgers. pi/^a. and a
full menu of hoi food options to order
These venues will be open whenever
the building is open, which means 7
a.m. to I a m seven days a week "
Avasthi went on to describe the rest
of the building Continuing into the
heart of the downstairs level, one will
take a right to go into the old fishbow!
room, which will contain a Starbucks
and Freshens Smoothie liar which will
operate from 3 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 11
p.m. in the afternoon and evening
"The fishbow] will contain all lounge
seating where students can rela\ and
socialize as they please. " Heading
upstairs to where the old Spa was
located, students will find the new
Blue Light Pub with a full bar and
comp letel y renovated interior. "The
two-sided staircase has been demolished and new French doors lead out
onto an expanded balcony, giving

something of a 'Mardi Gras' effect to
the renovated space We tried to connect the upstairs and downstairs as
well as we could so that people in the
bar can be involved in any entertainment being offered in the lower
room " Remarking on the design
Avasthi said that the p lanning committee "Is very p leased with the new
space. Everything looks nice; we
wanted it to be aesthetically pleasing
and rcallv draw the student bodv in.
give them a p lace to hang out. cat and
socialize "

Pub & Spa Options/Changes
According to Avasthi, "Students
will be able to use one meal credit
from their 21 a week at the Spa in
exchange for a pre-determined , adver-

We want this
building to be
comfortable and
conducive to
impromptu
gatherings
throughout the
day and night.
Varun Avasthi
Director of Dining Services

tised meal for each meal period There
will be combo-meals for breakfast ,
lunch and dinner available each day.
This will include a main entree'sandwich equivalent with beverage and
snack,cookie'chips etc " The option
will be similar to the Grab-and-Go
service the Spa offered during
Roberts Dining Hall renovations in
the Fall of 2005.
On Saturdays and Sundays , brunch
will now open in dining halls at 10
a m and breakfast will be available in
the Spa from 8 a m to 10 a m
Also, the pub will have six taps of
beer, with selections rotating based
upon student preference Avasthi said
that there will be local breweries featured as well Furthermore, there will

be a pub fare menu served nightl y in
the Pub.
Mailbox changes
The student post office, currentl y
housed in Dana, will now be organized by class, instead of randoml y,
and will allow students to keep boxes
for all four years (even if they travel
abroad) However, this means that all
student post office box numbers will
be reassigned this summer, and all
keys must be returned at the end of the
year. In order to raise awareness for
the fact that students who do not
return their key will be fined $50.00,
Postmaster Allen LaPan is sponsoring
a contest that will award the student
who guesses how many of the 1500+
keys are returned. An exact guess will
earn you $200.00, and if nobody
guesses that number, the closest student will receive $100.00.

within the Student Center. A system
for using meal credits has not been
developed and will most likely not be
taken into consideration since all three
dining halls will continue to operate
next year.
Dining services in the building will

be contracted through Sodexho, the
College's provider for the rest of campus as well.
Anyone who has input on plans for
the new venue should contact Varun
Avasthi (regarding food) or Director
of Student Activities Kelly Wharton.

Planning Process
Students have been involved in the
planning process for the new union all
along and have most recently been
used by dining services to evaluate
current food operations on campus
and give suggestions for next year.
Dining services brought in Alice
Murp hy, a Regional Food Marketing
Manager who worked with three focus
groups involving first years, sophomores, and juniors. Selected students
participated in discussion with
Murph y and completed surveys that
asked them to describe favorite foods,
daily eating schedules , favorite restaurants , and other hel pful information
"Students, particularly juniors , were
extremely helpful in offering an evaluation that took into account needs of
the entire college community."
When asked what incentives will be
offered to students in order to make
the new student union more attractive
to reluctant customers, Avasthi was
hesitant to divulge any firm plans. He
would say that breakfast will be
served free of change on weekends
from 8 a.m. until 10 a.m. However, the
matter is still being debated and student input is welcome As it stands,
students will predominantl y be paying
out of pocket for food from venues

The f loor plans of the renovated Cotter Union, opening next fall.
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77K - hah on\ on thi .ei and floor of the union under construction o verlooking the Pulver Pavilion The new game rooms will he located in the space on the left The renovation has added 1.000 feet of support structure to Cotter.

! SPB 2007-08 Executive Board
|AURA PENILE'08

Three years ago. wishing to participate in campus life. 1 decided to join
Ihe Student Programming Board
(SPB) No decision could have been
better Immediately immersed in p lanning and implementing events . I found
myself working w ith an incredibl y
enthusiastic and motivated group of
students who strove to give the social
scene an exciting new look SPB came
wgether to pull off fun event after fun
cVent Loudnesses , concerts, dances
(very often sketchy !), comedians, and
Hbwling nig hts , just to name a few.
made for great weekend nig hts Not
unl y did our fellow students have a
fantastic time, but we , the SPB members, enjoyed and gained satisfaction
lii hel ping to keep things lively around
campus. I was and still am proud to be
a member of an organization which
could give new meaning to the motto
"The Way That Life Should Be."
Thus. I' m thrilled with the opportunity to head such an energized and
Committed organization next year.
Having served as an active member
and a committee chairperson in the
past , I know what it takes to pull off
successful events which students will
enjoy and remember. As president 1
Uill ensure that these events continue
to be a staple of Colby 's social scene.
There is room, though, for change: I
hope to expand upon what we have
achieved in the past as a means of giving our events a fresh appeal to students of all classes. While retaining
«ind building upon cherished events
such as Loudness and Mr. Colby. I
want to create new events which will
allow upperclassmcn to find the social

Ulil .M ADAM GERINGER-DUNN 08
scene as exciting as the incoming students. SPB. after all , should evolve
with the times. We can , and we will ,
balance tradition with innovation. In
addition I want to cater to a diversity
of interests, guaranteeing that a student will always find an event which
attracts him or her. Programming
should work to enhance a sense of
community by inviting all to partake
in the fun. By working to encompass
and address new areas of campus life,
I wish to make possible an environment where we can party together just
like we work together. With such a
motivated executive board and with
input from the students. I know that
these hopes will be achieved.
An integral part of SPB's success
derives from planning events which
students cannot wait to attend.
Students ' suggestions therefore arc
crucial to our programming. Next
year in order to build upon student
input . I will ensure that SPB promotes
and maintains communication with
the student body. I want students to
feel comfortable voicing what they
wish to sec in future events and where
they believe we can improve. As it is,
SPB can implement bigger and better
programming only when the organization knows what the students want.
In order to increase SPB's level of
achievement , I hope to establish a
team of dedicated and enthusiastic
members who wish to give back to
Colby by way of programming. I
encourage students with a zeal for
activity to apply for SPB. A student
may find his or her niche in one of the
six committees, and there is no better
way to create events you want than to
participate in the programming that
makes it all possible. SPB is a rewarding experience for all involved.
Together we can keep weekends legendaryCollege is fun, to say the least , and
it always should be. As president of
SPB . 1 will ensure that this fun is
never in short supply. After all , what
would Colb y be if not for its lively
campus life? Bring on the next year.

DIMttDEIUCHIM ^i _

I first got involved with the Concert & Live Music committee (CLM) my
freshman year as a volunteer during the Ben Holds concert in the fall of 2004 I
joined the committee after the concert and then ran and was elccicd committee
chair for my sophomore year (*05-'06), Wc had an incredibly successful year
with acts such as Dane Cook , RJD2. The New Deal. The Pharcyde, Matisyahu .
Talib K.weli, Blaekalicious. and others That "06 Jan Plan I interned with the
NEMO Music Festival and Conference in Boston. I studied abroad in Sy dney.
Australia this past fall semester. While m Sydney 1 took a coup le music industry
courses through the Sydney Conservatonum of Music and also gol involved as a
management assistant with an indie band from Sydney, "The Satellite Nation. "
They 're actually scheduled to move to Canada next month lo tour and record a
new album. This past January. I interned with an artist management company
(Emcee Artist Management) in New York City and I have secured an internship
with Sony-BMG for this summer, as well as a booking internship with the B.B.
King Blues Club. Both internships arc located in New York as well -

BEN BERNSTEIN'09
Hello everyone. I' m thrilled to be your Coffeehouse Chair for the upcoming
academic year I' ve literall y been unable to wait
to get going, so I' ve already started researching
performers who I hope to bring this upcoming
year But before 1 go into my plans for next
year, a quick word about myself
I' m an Eng lish and Music major here at
Colb y, and I' ve been an avid music fan ever
since I was a wee lad. I' ve been listening, performing, writing, and studying music for more
than ten years I' m luck y to have been exposed
to a wide array of music throug h my past
endeavors. I' ve worked and continue to work at
a world music company, have played and taug ht
jazz , intensivel y studied classical music , performed in my own rock , folk and jazz groups
across the Northeast, and taken a special inter-

MEAGHAN FITZGERALD 08
It was a tough blow when 1 lost the election for Senior Class Representative
with my running mate Emil y Butler , however I soon realized 1 should not be disappointed in the loss but instead realize that it was a desperate cry by the Colby
community for me to continue to be involved with the Student Programming
Board After all , after serving as a general board member my freshman year, the
chaiT of the social events committee mv sophomore year and as president of SPB
my junior year, it would have made no sense to defect to the enemy camp of SGA
Instead , my talents could be much better served as chair of the special events committee for one final attempt to bnng Colby College the Ultimate Party
Of course. Club Inferno: Heaven and Hell, an event my committee p lanned my
freshman year that turned the pit of Page into 'hell' while the upper levels were
transformed into "heaven " was a good start in finding the Ultimate Party. And the
first annual Fall Ball my sop homore year which 1 oversaw may have been the first
Colby documented use of the chocolate fountain., clearl y an Ultimate Party element. This year as president, 1 had the opportunity to work in the back ground for
events that brought Colby closer to finding that elusive shindig
in the 2007-2008 academic year. Colby College. 1 plan to bring us closer than
ever before to that paradigm of fun Loudness will get Loud Oktobcrfest will be

Next year I hope to be able to follow up the hard work that Ben
Green has put into CLM this year
And once again , my goal for '07- '08
is for CLM to continue to bring
incredibly talented artists , both big
and small, and put on concerts
which appeal to the entire student
body. To hel p facilitate this goal , 1
intend to create a website <most likely on the SPB website) where Colb y
students submit suggestions for artists they would like to see perform on campus. I would reall y like the concerts at Colb y to be a p lace where all students
can come together and just have a really great time.
est toward original up-and-coming rock, hip-hop. folk, and experimental groups
Having a venue such as the coffeehouse to showcase these different types of
music is something I am very grateful lor I feel that the Coffeehouse should be
a place that nurtures the non-mainstream musical tastes of people at Colby, not
lo mention the scene of a few wild dance parties 1 am extremely open to suggestions and encourage you lo contact me with artists you're interested in.
Another thing I feci strong l y about is using the Coffeehouse as a support system for student bands on campus When I came to Colby, there were many talented musicians but few peop le actuall y performing. I' m proud to be a part of this
musical community that is growing and continuall y gaining strength
This upcoming year. 1 plan to feature student bands hv letting them headline
and building a bill around the featured band For instance , if you tell me you have
a blues rock group. I'll find a few other terrific bands in the same genre to match
you on the bill While I can 't guarantee there will be enoug h spaces for every student act . I will do my best to make this a top priority.
So to reiterate , I am ecstatic for this upcoming year I think that every genre
has some seriousl y talented performers , and I wan to find as many of them as
possible I will be putting on approximatel y two shows per month, with one mini
"big show " at the end of the year If you are in a student band or arc thinking of
starting one. please let me know 1 would love lo meet as manv of you as possible, so please don 't be shy Rock on!
Festive. Foss Arts will be Artsy. And
Mr Colby will be... well, there is no
word to describe Mr. Colb y Regardless
of the event . 1 want to bnng the new
and exciting to the traditional Colby
favorites
In addition to bringing new life to
old Colby favorites . I also want lo look
into Colby archives and find what
events were popular in the past What,
for examp le, did students do to kick off
the year in the 'SOs'' What beer was
popular during dances in the '20s'1 Did
anyone go to events in the "60s or were lhe> all contused bv the not-prool Hillside
dorms? By bringing back some of the older Colb y traditions that may have been
lost, we can keep events unique lo our school alive
As much as I have enjoyed being president of the Sludcni Programming Board.
I am immensel y cxciled to return to the aclual p lanning of events , and to be chairing the Special Events Committee 1 encourage v ou lo app l y to join SPB . or visit
www.colby cdu spb for more information. After three years as a dedicated member. I am thrilled to begin one more year and to serve as Special Events
Committee Chair. See you at September Loudness and our continued quest for
the Ultimate Party '

Hello. Colby ! I am Diana DelleChiaie and 1
will be head of the Sports and Leisure Committee
of the Student Programming Board next year. I
hail from Jersey, am a Neuroscience major, and
member of the Class of 2010. This year I served
on SPB for both semesters and will be on the
Lxecutive Board in the fall.
The Sports and Leisure Committee is currently evolving in exciting ways. Formerly known
as Contemporary Arts, this committee is taking
on new direction in order to better fulfill the
desires of the student body. My plans for next
year are to continue to host traditional favorite
events like the Johnson Pond Regatta and screenings of games with controversial rivalries , but also to try to introduce new events like laser tag perhaps or
w hatcver else 1 hear peop le express interest in.
Unlike many of the other committees that at this point have a pretty defined
agenda. Sports and Leisure is more flexible , with greater room for development.
So if you're feeling creative and looking to get more involved in campus goings
on , we are currentl y seeking new members. It promises to be a lot of fun and
Jou 'll have direct input in what events we schedule. Don 't have time to commit
to any more activities but still have brilliant ideas? Shoot me an e-mail (dcdellec@colby.edu) and I'll see what I can do. I am looking forward to listening to
your ideas and working to make them a reality as well as implementing some of
my own. Get psyched for what will be an awesome year! See you in the fall!

EMILYKBSNER"08 ^EM

Hey Colby—My name is Emily Kissner, and
I' m going to be your SPB Publicity Chair next
year. The name should sound familiar , 1 am this
year 's chair as well, and am therefore charged
with sending out all of those e-mails you get
(and may or may not read) on a weekly basis.
As chair, I am supposed to make sure all of
Colby knows what SPB is doing to entertain you
every weekend.
While my committee has done an exceptional job this year, and our level of creativity and
artistic ability is very high, I recognize that we
could do a lot more to actually get the word out
on campus in more innovative ways. I'm sure
most of you remember the walking gorilla promoting the Club Amazon dance in
September I vvant lo do more recognizable , slightl y outlandish stunts like that
for next year. Now that I' ve sort of gotten a hang of what I' m doing, I' m looking
forward to reall y going all out next year.

The Student Programming Board brought us several popular events in 2006-200 ? like the Mr Colby pageant . Johnson Pond regal.a and s ledding

What's Up - Downtown
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Yard Goods

By JA MIb. HAR\ER
Have you c\er \ isitcd the Watcrvtlle 's downtown shopping center
to pick up a prescription at the
phannacy. pick through Goodwill
or maybe to cat at the Last Unicorn? Well , 1 bet you didn 't realize
that it also houses Maine's largest
and one of its oldest yarn and
fabric stores This family run business has been open since 1949!
They have tons of Sewing Products. Stamps. Scrapbookiug paper.
Tea Bag Folding Paper. Yarn (ask
to sec the yam inventory—it is any
knitter 's wildest dream), and they
offer tons of classes. They have
free beginner classes if you ' re
looking to learn how to knit or you
can go in on the second and fourth
Sunday of every month to knil
clothing for newborns in need.
Joyce, the daughter of the store s

original owner, is in the shop
every Monday. Wednesday, and
Friday, and she is more than willing to help you find everything
you need; she even keeps a slock
of leftover yarn you can use if you
want to do any knitting projects
for charity. They also have tons of
free pattens and offer a discount
to Colby students! You can call
207-872-2118, visit their
website-www.yardgoods.com-or
just stop by 8-5:30 M-F (and
during scheduled classes) to check
out this amazing gem of Waterville.

ornm \\ \rfe_Kvn.LK U A F P E-N INCS
• Waterville Farmers *s Market , Every Thursday 2-6PM, the Concourse
along Appelton St.. Waterville, www.WalcrvillcFarmc_rsMarkci.org
• Weekly Peace Vigil for Iraq, Every Sunday 12-1PM, Messalonskce
Bridge, Kennedy Memorial Dr., Waterville, www.wabpj.org

Alumnus works for local
community organization
By ELLEN LONDON
NEWS STAFF

Ken Young '68 remembers a Colby
where the weekends w ere dominated
by large frat parties on Roberts Row ,
complete with live bands and mobile
panics sampling them all At that time
it was rare for students to stud y
abroad , and most remained on
Mayflower Hill for all four years of
college "'We went skiing a lot then. "
Young said "That was when Maine
actually had snow "
A government and biology doublemajor. Young w as outdoor-oriented
and enjoyed hiking and skiing at a
local hill ihai used to have a rope tow
"In those days , we studied hard all
week and then relaxed and let go on
weekends . " he said "I guess m that
sense, little has changed " A Gardiner.
Maine native. Young was initially
pressured by his family to enroll at
Bowdoin. but chose Colby instead "I
told my father no. that I wanted a
place with women. " he joked. And it
was that gut feeling when I visited
Colby It was just a good fit "
For the past six years . Young has
worked for the Kennebec Valley
Council of Governments (KVCOG).
and is now their Executive Director A
nonprofit organization that was
founded in ls>6~ . the Council has just
nine employees but wields great influence over communities in the
Kennebec Valley area The Council is
one of several state-chartered organizations designed to regulate the p lanning and development of Maine
towels and cities KVCOG is financed
b y the membership fees of its 63 constituent communities and oversees a
total population of 175,000 citizens
Though the Council is nonprofit .
Young pointed out that its membership structure makes it effectively
function like a business "We have
customers v.nh needs . " he explained ,
meaning the towns and cities with
KVCOG membership "We need to

Ken Young 6f i

provide them with services for the full
value of their membership "
Services offered by KVCOG
include collection events and technical assistance training for local governments The organization also has a
business finance arm which provides
gap financing for smaller Maine companies With 50 clients , the council
supp lies S4 5 million in loans
Included in these financing projects
were the first three buildings in the
First Park Regional Business Park.
located in Fairfield
Despite his busy schedule as
KVCOG "s executive director. Young
remains an active member of the
Colby community He is on the Maine
Advisory Board for the Goldfarb
Center for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement , named for his good
friend and classmate Bill Goldfarb
"68 "I reall y enjoy my work with the
Goldfarb Center I like Sandy Maisel
and his colleagues and I think they ' re
on the right track CIVIC and social
engagement is important " An advocate for town-gown relations . Young
spoke at a forum for Waterville-Colb y
relations last year which also included
a speech by the Mayor of Waterville .
Paul LePage
Young also regularl y attends his
college reunions at May flower Hill
In 2003. he celebrated his 35th. Upon
walking with his wife into Cotter
Union where the reunion welcome
packets were arranged in order of
reunion number, "a younger alum
behind the counter saw us and immediately began moving toward the 30s
I told to her to keep going, right up to
35." he laughed Young enjoys visiting with old friends and classmates.
and learning about what careers and
interests they have pursued postColby "It ' s funny. " he said. "For
some peop le , time has marched on
relentlessl y For others , it has seeming ly siood still I'd like to think I fall
into the laiter category But then. I
look around at those reunions, and I
think 'don ' t we all' "'

| Students f r o m populated urban centers outside of New England often experience initial difficultv adjusting to life on a small and remote i allege c ampus

Urban Colby: City kids on Mayflower Hill
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS STAFF

Diversity is nol purely a matter of
race, we identify ourselves in multiple
ways: by culture , religious denomination, sexual preference and socioeconomic standing We also distinguish
ourselves as representative of a location—wherever home is
In keeping with the theme of
regional diversity, one notes there is a
group on campus that represents a discernible minority: the students from
urban areas outside of New England
They leave their respective cities—
Chicago. New York . Philadelphia .
Atlanta. Los Angeles — and find themselves in a small and remote campus
community in Waterville. Maine
Promoting Regional Diversity:
The Posse Scholars
Though some invariably find it easier than others to acclimate to "life on
the hill ." the difference in lifestyle can
be shocking to many Josep h Atkins .
Coordinator of Multicultural Student
Programs, noted that these troubles
w ith integration occur particularl y
among freshman He exp lained that
urban students are dealing with normal first year issues, in addition to an
extreme change in environment This
change in lifestyle can manifest to create a sense of isolation among students as they strugg le to integrate into
a culture unlike their own.
Atkins acts as the advisor for the
Posse Scholars on campus—so he is
quite familiar with students in the
process of adjusting to Colby from big
cities. The Posse Foundation identi-

fies , recruits , and then trains student Riverdalc. NY said "I definitel y felt
leaders from high schools in urban different or isolated in terms of expeareas, with the objective of forming rience. 1 think beyond multicultura l
multicultural teams called "Posses." diversity, financial diversity is someThe teams are prepared for college thing many of these students havenever experienced
work through a rigorous eight-month
This hindered my
ability m the beginPre-Colleg iate
Training Program ,
ning to relate to
after which time
people Also , the
they enroll in parculture in New
England is definiteticipating top-tier
colleges. Once on
ly different from
the culture of New
campus , they work
to promote crossYork
City.
It
seemed like everycultural understanding
throug h
one was from 20
minutes outside of
leadership roles. At
Colby College, stuBoston "
Additionall y, the
dents are chosen
from the Posse
culture
shock for
Sarena Maron-Kolitch '10
some begins before
Foundation chapter
Student from Riverdale. NY
in New York City
even stepping on
Atkins attested
campus. Noel De
'10
of
additionall y that the
Frictas
Posse foundation 's purpose is often Brooklyn. NY noted that even before
misunderstood "Posse is not a minor- coming to Colby, the cultural differity scholarship and it is not based on ences were pal pable "1 couldn 't
financial need The diversity you see believe that Colby was onl y two perin our scholars is representative of the cent black , and I was definitel y condiversity of their high schools and of cerned by the affluence of the student
the general inner city population
body," he said. However, De Frietas
Posse reflects the reality of urban also stated his belief that Colby docs
areas in America ." he said
its best to level the playing field In
his words, "At the end of the day.
Student Experience
everyone is at the same exact point in
life. Maybe you haven 't had the
In speaking with urban students resources previously, but in overcomcurrentl y in attendance at Colby, both ing that and realizing you do have a
Posse scholars and otherwise, it voice despite the fact that Colby can
became clear that as new students , be uniform in a sense, you realize that
transitioning to life on campus was doesn 't mean that any person is better
not necessarily effortless
than you."
Sarena Maron-Kolitch '10 , of

I think beyond
multicultural
diversity, financial diversity is
something many
of these students
have never experienced.

Sociological Exp l a n a t i o n
While some find the aforementioned perceptions of cultural separation startling or even troubling, it may
be that it is our individual psyches
rather than just solid demographics at
p lay here Indeed, many of these perceived differences have roots that can
be exp lained from a fundamentall y
sociological perspective.
Thomas Mornonc . Chair of the
Sociology Department, noted that
research has been done which details
some of this behavior. Mornone
exp lained that students who have
lived in a heterogeneous area for most
of their lives are often exceptionall y
adept at comparing others in relation
to themselves. As a result of their
development within a community of
peop le who may be ethnically, culturally, and socio-economicall y diverse,
they have been trained to recognize
and appreciate these variations On
the other hand, students who grew up
in a more homogenous area arc not as
inherentl y practiced in recognizing
diversity on the same level This can
hel p to exp lain wh y students from
urban areas may originall y feel very
different , but then adjust , while students from more homogenous places
can adapt from the beginning
fo summarize Momone 's words.
"Urbanization affects the way you
think " Moreover, as he noted. "I
believe we have to be careful of over
generalizing , but if there is a problem
then it does need to be addressed And
certainl y. I' m always for developing
new ways to understand a full range of
diversity "

Who 's Who

Lee Emmons '07
By JULIA DUCHON
NEWS STAFF

Not many students have the rare
opportunity to voice their opinions to
the whole student body. Lee
Emmons '07, a Classics and History
double-major from Cobleskill , New
York, however, is one of the lucky
few, doing so every week. Friday
mornings from ten to noon, Emmons
airs his radio show on Colby's radio
station, WMHB, of which he is the
General Manager. "1 think it 's
always just sort of fun to know that
you 're on the air and that someone in
Waterville can be listening to you.
Suddenly, your opinions become
magnified ." he said.
Although he has participated in
other campus activities—his sophomore year, he was a class representative—Emmons's radio show, which
has aired on WMHB for the past four
year, has been his true passion on
campus. His show is more talking
than music. "We focused more on
music for the first two years but we
stopped because I had sort of
exhausted all the music I felt comfortable with ," he said. "Now, we
talk about the news, sort of. We give
our own opinions and commentaries

about current events. We also cover
other little stories that don't get covered in mainstream media , like, a
guy gets arrested in Florida for having a sword."
Emmons does his show with two
other friends. "We have a good balance on issues because two of us are
moderates and the third is conservative," he said. "Mostly, we just try to

Friday mornings
from ten to
noon, Emmons
airs his radio
show on Colby's
radio station,
WMHB, of which
he is the General
manager.
be honest."
As General Manager of the station , Emmons has a lot on his plate.
"The radio station is overseen by the
board of directors—I' m the head of
that. I'm the KUV who checks the

mail, the phones , the person people lege— doing what you want when
go to if they have a problem with a you want to do it...Here at Colby,
DJ," he said. "This year, we've tried I' ve learned about other people and
to expand the station and its pres- their opinions. For me . [Colby] has
ence on campus."
been largely defined by the people
Although Colby 's radio station I've met, some of the classes I've
has been a big part of Emmons's taken, and of course, the radio stafour years at Colby, he says that pur- tion has p layed a part. "
suing a talk show after he graduates
will be difficult. According to
Emmons, many
local radio stations
look for "people
who play what the
radio station wants
to play, and I don 't
want that. I'd
much prefer my
own show, which
is hard to get."
After he graduates,
Emmons
plans to go to
graduate school ,
hoping to one day
teach US history
or Roman history
on the college
level. Even though
he is excited to
move on, Emmons
said that he 's
"going to miss the Lee Emmons 07
atmosphere of col-

^College 's three '06- '07 Senior Scholars ' projects near completion
By CHELSEA EAKIN
FEATURES EDITOR

History of the
Senior Scholar Program
fhe Senior Scholar program began
m 1953 at the urging of President J
Seclyc Bixler The program provides
up to eight seniors with the opportumt\ to devote significant tunc to an
intensive, independent, scholarly
research project The program releases
students from two courses or eig ht
credit hours per semester
Today, selection of students to participate in the program is made by a
committee of elected faculty, appointed students and the Associate Dean of
Students for Academic Affairs Since
1953, more than 375 students from
M duall y every academic department
and program have completed Senior
Scholars projects

Catherine Downing '07

INTERLOCKING OPPRESSIONS OF
SISTERHOOD: (RE) PRESENTING THE
BLACK WOMAN IN NINETEENTH
CENTURY BLACKFACE MINSTRELSY
A few years ago a student perlormed a minstrel show at the College ,
in w h i c h he acted out a comed y sketch
of Buckwheat , a racial caricature of a

In the end for
me, this project
came down to:
with whatever
stereotypes exist
today of black
women, how can
we change them
if we don't know
where they came
from?
Catherine Downing '07
Senior Scholar

black boy common in t r a d i t i o n a l
blackface minstrelsy. While Catherine
Downing "07 does not blame the stu-

dent nor hold any anger
Aroostook' s excepagainst h i m , this perfortion to the general
mance caused her to
Newtrend
of
realize that many peoEngland's small scale
ple do not know about
farming is a testament
the history of blackface
to the necessity of
minstrelsy and how it
studying history on a
has contributed to shaplocal scale. "One of
ing racial stereotypes
the real conclusions
that exist today
I' ve drawn is that the
Blackface minstrelsy
t r a d i t i o n a l narrative
involved white enterof agricultural industainers p a i n t i n g t h e i r
trialization —that
faces black and imitatunhampered technoing
or
caricaturing
logical and scientific
slaves in the South "H
progress , pesticides ,
was the first form of
herbicides , railroads
American popular culare always beneficial
ture and for people to
and
hold
entire
not know about it. as
agency
in
this
media-based as we are.
change—is a very
makes it s o m e t h i n g that
myopic reading of the
should definitel y be
history and one that
resurfaced ." she said
gives pause to see
Downing
has
what agency the farmfocused on comparing
ers themselves have. "
Seme,r Scholar*, d e f t to right) Catherine D o n n i n g 07. Tom R C Z I . I L k '07and Jamie Singelais '07
how
black
women
he said.
were represented in
As
a
Science .
blackface m i n s t r e l s y between the
could laug h at oppressive images ami
ture in Aroostook County. Maine . Technology and Society (STS ) major.
1820s and 1850s to how the) were
cope w ith ii in an American post-slavwhere the major crop is the potato
Reznick has taken a number of classes
represented in later forms of blackface
"At the turn of the century. Maine led
ery system "
that pertain to his research- ecological
minstrelsy performed by black people
Thus far. D o w n i n g has focused on
the United States in production of potatoes history, environmental ethics, and history
themselves from the 1870s to 1890s
researching history, and she hopes to
..iid Aroostook provided over two-thirds perspectives. "No one has written about
"M y project looks at t w o things w h a t
add more to her final product about
of the crop itself The county is the size of
the county since the late 1960s. and espethose images were, how black women
current stereotypes of black women
Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode
ciall y given so many recent developwere represented and then how the
that exist today "In the end for me.
Island combined,*' he said
ments in studies in STS, especially in the
images changed w i t h black blackthis project came down to: with whatIn the initial stages of his proposal.
environmental realm. [Aroostook] seems
face," she said "What I' ve found is
an ideal field of study that has gone under
ever stereotypes exist today of black
R e / n i c k p lanned to look at all of New
that the images didn 't change they
w o m e n , how can we change them if
the radar." he said.
England, but quickl y realized that p lan
c o n t i n u e d to be racist and scxisi
we don ' t know where they came
was too ambitious and took the sugges'"
Blacks subverted the images for a
from
she said- "As I weni to
tion of a professor and decided lo focus
Jamie Singelais '07
black audience, and this was a precurresearch. 1 could nol find any books
specifically on one crop in Maine
WORKIN' IT OUT AT CURVES—RELIGION.
sor for black comed y today. "
"I kept hearing about A roostook talking about w h a t black women
GENDER AND THE BODY IN
Betw een 1855 and 1865 black men
looked like on the minstrel stage. So
this frontier to the north , tins wilderCONTEMPORARY AMERICA
I' in t Hiding out w h o she was and
began o w n i n g and producing minstrel
ness, a " west in the north' where
'
shows- they stopped wearing blackbreaking u down to say ok. this is
Sociology major Jamie Singelais
immediately you re a roug h neck , you
face and began showcasing t h e n talwhere we came from, this is where we
throw a stick in the ground and a day
'07 set out expecting to study how
ent However. "Once slavery w a s
are today, w h a t du we still need to
later it 's an orchard tree," Reznick
Curves, the workout franchise for
abolished in the 1870s. blackface
work on '"
said Over January, he traveled to
women , has become a nationwide
became interesting again and w h i t e
Aroostook to see the area and research
p henomenon Did you know that for
people apparently flocked to the minlocal archives
every two McDonalds ' in America,
Tom
Reznick
'07
strel stage with this nostalgic interesi
there is one Curves? After some initial
"Aroostook is a modicum industrial
FROM THE FAIR TO THE LABORATORY
that they had never been able to reall y
agricultural
region,
and
thus
is
heavil
research , Singelais discovered an
y
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE AND
see before this idea of 'a u t h e n t i c
involved
with
scientific
and
technologiinteresting religious connection—the
EDUCATION IN AROOSTOOK . MAINE
blacks . "' Downing explained
cally enabled farming on a large scale to
founder of Curves is an Evangelical
"There is a theory about collective
Tom R e / n i c k '07 often receives
Christian While you don 't have to be
produce for la ;e markets." he exp lained
laug her that laug hing at oneself is a
looks ol shock, disbelief and disgust
religious to own a franchise, the own"This opposes the traditional model for
form of therapy." Downing said "B y
ers of the Curves in Waterville , both
when he exp lains to peop le that he 's
much of New Eng land's history, which is
re-appropriating the negative images
been studying potatoes all year Since
smaller, more polyuiltural farms engagEvangelicals, became interested in the
and changing them , [black blackface
September.
Re/nick
has
been
ing in local economics whose tenants chain for that very reason
performers] geared comed y toward a
researching the history of scientific
tended to be rural families "
For one of her classes sophomore
black audience and made it so ihey
and technological changes to agriculReznick
pointed
out
that
year. Singelais had to visit an

u n k n o w n p lace and accompanied her
Stepmother to Curves "Alter I wrote
up a summary, my professor suggested I might w a n l to turn it into a larger
project ." she said
I lirough interviews , surveys and
participant observation at Curves in
the area . Singelais has been researching the atmosphere of the facility,
what types of women j o i n , what
inspired them to join, and how they
structure their workouts Her stud y is
exp loratory, as no one has done any
prior research on Curves
"On the survey, one thing that surprised me was the variation of how
often people came fto Curves] and how
long they stayed , " she said "Curves
recommends three times a week for
thirty minutes, but a lot of people went
six days and stayed for two hours " The
most surprising aspect of her research,
however, was the religious connection
"As far as decor in the Curves in
Waterville. one poster had a biblical
quotation, some psalms were hanging
in the bathroom .sometimes biblical
quotes would he written on the whileboard for inspiration.*' Singelais said
that these religious links were fairly
subtle, and one wouldn ' t necessarily
notice them unless they were looking
"The corporate office supports community service and really emphasizes
becoming involved in the community,"
she said This winter. Curves took part
in Operation Christmas Child , in w h i c h
members of the facility donated boxes
of toys and games to children during the
holidays, along with a religious tract
book of the salvation story of Jesus "I
found that interesting. " Singelais said
Whether or not the volunteers knew
about the pamphlets, or whether the
children receiving gifts were Christian
or nol was unknown to Singelais
Some of the classes Singelais has
taken proved hel pful throug hout her
research For examp le . ""I' m taking
Sociology of Music which came up
because [at Curves] they play music and
require that it ' s a certain number of
beats per minute , to encourage people
to keep their heart rates up "
If she had more time. Singelais
said she w o u l d be interested in looking at larger theoretical issues more
about the bod y and a comparative
stud y of Curves in different regions,
perhaps in areas where there is a different degree of religious locus

Club pairs students with mentall y handicapped Waterville residents
By JULIA DUCHON
NEWS STAFF

27 ,
On
Sunday
May
Eric
Morrison—a resident of Waterville
will be attending his first ever Colby
graduation, and he 's excited For the
past four years. Morrison has been
•-pending time Zach Haas '07, and
their friendship has blossomed into
one they w i l l both miss when Haas
graduates this spring Their unique
luendship is unlike most at Colby—
Morrison is Haas 's best buddy, a
friend set up through Colby 's Best
Buddy program that pairs students
involved in the club with residents of
VVaterviHe living with mental handicaps "Sometimes you get the feeling

that your other friends are using you.
exploiting you , but you don 't get that
feeling w i t h your best buddy. " Haas,
the director of Colby 's Best Budd y
chapter, said , adding. "It 's all about
companionship "
According to the Besl Buddies
International website. Best Buddies
strives "to enhance the lives of people
with intellectual disabilities by providing opportunities for onc-on-onc
friendships " l-'orover 15 years . Colby
students have been a part of this
dream Working primarily w i t h re sidents of Quarry Road . sti. L u i s
involved talk to their be si n. .idles
weekly and spend time
i< i them
about once every other wee
think
¦
'
relait s nice to have a one-o"
tionship w i t h someone off ^ . m p u s .

You know their birthday, their interests. It 's very personal." Jess Tay lor
'07 said, l' .iy lor has been a part of best
buddies for four years
Sludcnls join Best Buddies for various reasons. 'I really like being around
people and thought that this w o u l d be
a good way lo get involved in the comm u n i t y . " fay lor said "M y mom 's a
physical therapist. I kind of grew up
knowing w h o my mom w o r k e d w i t h I
don ' t know exactl y why. but Best
Buddies (list felt familiar "
"1 thought it could be a good experience and be good to make friends
w i t h someone who 's looking tor a
friend. " Maris Sku|evskis "07 said
"'It w a s a l wa y s something 1 w a n t e d
to go i n t o I' v e a l w a y s felt that
there 's a misunderstanding associat-

I

""iSV OF ZAO-W

Colby students and their best buddies attended a Portland Seadogs baseball game in Portland last weekend.

ed wilh those w i t h disabilities I think
it ' s embarrassing that there 's a stigm a — I w a n t e d to do everything I
could lo reverse that stigma I know
it 's cliche to say that I wanted to
make a difference, but just because
it 's cliche doesn ' t make it any less
meaningful." Haas said
The activities students do w i t h their
best buddies vary "Usually I come on
Wednesday, and we just go on walks.
I' m always happy to
see him again, and
he ' s happy to sec
mc." Skujevskis said
"One of Eric 's

ships formed t h r o u g h the Best
Buddies program are powerful "It
feels like we have a real relationship. "
Skujevskis said. "It only doesn 't feel
good when you haven 't been [to visit
t h e m ] in a while. "
"It 's probabl y one of the most
meaningful things I do on campus.
Just seeing him laug h at one of my
corny jokes means the world to me It
feels so special when they get so
excited to see you
Just something as
simple as bowling— bowling
is
lu s t bowling, but
with
your
best
buddy, it 's somet h i n g that m u c h
more " Haas said.
"Sometimes wi t h
community
service, you think of it
as a project But
with Best Buddies ,
it 's fun. Everyone

Sometimes with
community service, you think
of it as a project.
But with Best
Buddies, it 's fun.
Everyone just
enjoys being
together.

favorite things to do
is come to Colby to
eat and then watch a
movie in my dorm
room. " Haas said.
"Bui reall y, it 's not
so much w h a t w e do .
it ' s thai w e do it
together"
Aside from biweekly time togeth)ust enjoys being
together. "
er, the e n t i l e Besi
Zach Haas '07
Buddies
Colb y
The best buddies
Director. Best Buddies
chapter
comes
are grateful for the
friendships
too.
togethct
once
a
.
"[Zach]
month to do a group
always
activity. Activities range from apple
does stuff for me He takes me out to
picking to driving to Portland to see a
supper, out to movies He 's just fun to
Portland Seadogs game, an event the
be with ," Morrison said. "He does a
lot of stuff with me that no bod y else
group went to on A pril 2S
Because students keep the same
w o u l d do It 'd be hard to stop doing
best buddy throug hout their memBest Buddies. "
bership in the program, solid friend"She 's a good friend," Lori Tarn,
ships form. "We h a v e d e f i n i t e ly
Taylor ' s best buddy, said. "I don 't
gotten more comfortable w i t h each
other," Haas said. "A lot of peop le
we work w i t h come from hard backgrounds A f t e r a few years of working together, [line] actuall y feels
c o m f o r t a b l e t a l k i n g to me about
these things It 's that c o m m u n i c a t i o n
that m a k e s [he r el a t i o n s h i p that
much more powerful."
To students i n v o k e d , the relation-

want her to go because when she
graduates, I won ' t get a chance to see
her anymore "
Haas says that graduation and leaving his best buddy w i l l be "very hard.
I will miss Eric incredibly. Best
Buddies really has meant so much to
inc. 1 wouldn ' t want to spend my time
doing anything else. "

Have an idea for a
feature?
The Echo is looking to continue to
expand its feature
content. E-mail
Chelsea Eakin 09
(cveakin@colby.e
du) if you have
any ideas for
future articles.
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Opinions

What I learned this year: The
obliga to ry wrap-up column

EDITORIAL
Report card? N'ot this time
It has become a rradmon for the Echo to grade the Student Government
Association 's Presidents " Council , the SGA Executive Board and the Student
Programming Board at the end of each semester However, when the editonal
board convened Mondav to decide grades, we noticed that our discussion
focused on one problem: how do you grade a body that, despite its best
efforts, is unable to perform because of restraints from its role on campus.'
While we can comp lain all we want about the ineffectivenessof the SGA.
we realized it w o u l d be more productive to comment on the special situation
affecting the SPB
Not long ago the student government encompassed both a representative
bod) and a programming branch, but the two were split to better serve the
student body However, when that split occurred, it appears thai the charge
given to the programming aspect was too struchired
Currentlv the SPB is required to h a v e an event every night of the weekend
and there are special instructions as to what percentage should be chem free,
have live music, etc these requirements seem to compromise the planning
pow er of the board and we arc left with events like last Friday ' s pool parly
a S^IX) price tag on a panv that attracted 8 students. Similarly the Concert
and L i v e Music Committee must spend us budget on smaller-name concerts
thai few students care about or choose to attend instead of focusing the
monev on a big-bud get , reall y exciting show Steps should be taken to
loosen the regulations on the SPB
Currentlv thev are given a sueable budget in an attempt to create on-campus programming that will compete with other distractions: including offcampus parties , alcohol and boredom While an abundance of events seems
like the best offense in battling this kind of competition, perhaps the SPB
should be allowed to focus time and money on larger events—events that
w i l l attract a larger crowd, get students more excited about attending them
and better represent the hard w o r k that goes into planning them.
This year the SPB faced limited venue options that were beyond their
control Despite efforts to book events in the Heights or in Foss Hall, Page
Commons was often the only space an event could be held With new construcnon happening on campus, hopefully the SPB will be given the opportumty in future years to change things up and provide new and different
spaces for events
It was a good idea to split the SPB from the SGA; given more flexibility.
the SPB has the potential to more effectively use their resources to put on
events that they know students will attend. There should still be chem. free
and low-key events, but with few er restrictions the SPB would be given
more power and legitimacy as a body
When was the lost time vou were pumped to go to an SPB-snonsored
event other than a dance or concert? How often have you complained about
the legitimacy of a Colby concert in comparison to those you hear about at
other schools ' Don 't blame the members of SPB; blame the structure of the
organization itself Hopefully the powers that be will understand the problems inherent in restricting our fun.

JOKAS '
SPECIALS

By SUZANNE MERKF.LSON
OPIN'ONS EDITOR

Well, here it is M > last c o l u m n ol
the year, and my last as Opinions
I ditor I want to go out w i t h a bang ,
hut I don 't know if there 's anv bang
F*. ti in me. So. I figure I should us.;
Ins last column to exp lain myself, to
e x p lain ihis page , and to explain t h i s
xx to readers out there (if I' still h.n ¦
I >o l ' Are s o w out then i
^\ hen I became Opinions I dil ¦; it
ih«. end of last year. I had nevei ¦ rti
ten a column before I didn 'i rcall)
know what I was going to do. n I had
enough to say to write something ol
substance each week foi a school yu _ . ii
I wrote m\ first c o l u m n , last Ma),
about being a w k w a r d and overcoming
that a w k w a r d n e s s li was so easv. I
w a s such an a w k w a r d freshman lh.ii
writing Mulish words about it look tuc
maybe l > minutes B> that pom
aKo thought I had overcome (most ul
that a w k w a r d n e s s | mean. I \ w going lo be a sophomon . I had a
group ol friends that wasn't nisi com
posed of peop le w ho l i v e d on in\ hall
or wen! on the same COOT, and I was.
an editor on the Echo staff filings
seemed good Little did I know how
weird thev w o u l d gel
Suddenly, a lot of people were

\
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Huge shipment of distrubtor warehouse
sale wines!
Great savings!
1

Open Sun. -Wed. until 9 p.m.. Thurs.
until 10 p.m.. Fri . & Sat. until midnight
We now h a v e ihe largest selection of domestic
and import beers in Central M a i n e

873-6228

JOKAS - DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front Si.. Waterville, M E

an see how
wbed
ime. I' m
1 ibsorbed,
I sorbed
al ¦ it being selfabsorbed.
You K
adinj ni\ thoughts rig ht
now iml 1 . now ii Si m e t u n c s . 1 w a n t
to i . in
up io you and introduce
n . ,cll . l olm >usl > know w h o l am
if v o u read my column, m) picture is
rich , here More often. I w a n t lo duck
niv bead ami a v o i d VOU What ll VOU
hate me '
\ou can sec how self-absorbed I've
become I m so sell-absorbed , I' m
sell-absorbed
aboul being selfabsorbed At I n s t . J was really conscious of w r i t i n g only about myself.
about the tact that I am the most

prominent character in most of my
columns I wish I could be one of
those writers who could separate
niv sell from my words I can ' t, so
instead I confess e v e r y t h i n g about
w h a t e v e r subject I' m writing about so
il you blame me for anything I say.
you have lo blame the whole h u m a n
race, the whole human condition
Like I said, self-absorbed
Nol only h a v e I had to vvnte
columns even week, I' ve also had to
edit other people 's As you can imagine, t h i s is also trickv Mv philosop hy
(constructed partl y oul of laziness}
has been lo give my writers full reign
Thev come lo me w nh ideas lor
columns ( w i t h w h i c h I rarel y have
problems) and I usual! ) do ver> little
e d i t i n g I his is more interesting for
me anil loi you as rcadci
I he
columns in this vear 's section have
been fresh and thoug h t - p r o v o k i n g
(thanks guys), and I really can 't take
credit tor any of thai
I t h i n k I' ve gamed exponentiall y
more from this experience than I' ve
c o n t r i b u t e d lo it Mavbe I e-mailed
some writers, checked for comma
s p l i c e - [aid stuff out on ihis page, and
.isketl the question "Hey, do you want
to be a Student on the Street?" ten million tunes I' ve also realized that there
is v a l u e to my opinions and thai I can
participate in Colby 's community of
talented individuals I' ve been able to
go from self-conscious to selfabsorbed
I' m still a w k w a r d That w i l l never
change

Trayless Thursdays: Overcoming opposition

By BYR ON ME1NERTH

We just receiv ed huge selection of
distressed beers !

reading what I had to say every week
\\ Inch is kind of even more awkward
than being an u n k n o w n , self-conscious freshman Like w h e n you 're
reading mv article in the dining ball or
¦
in the s u e d and I watch you read it. I
can set that you 're open to the
Opinion-, page, reading mv oinnisci
iv e-the-fold. crunch ) rambh i . it s really
awkward
Be
. ( nlbv student, know
¦
(so
. s going on in my hed
*

Just two weeks ago . the dining halls
conducted "trav less " meals in each
one of the dining h a l l s at various tunes
as an harth Week initiative Fins policy is not a new one . and it is certain! }
not an unconlrov etsial one t rayless
Thursdays w e r e discontinued onl y a
couple years ago from Fossa and
Dana, largel y due to the dissatisfaction that man) students had w i t h ihe
programs This disapproval stemmed
from t w o issues the forced manner in
w h i c h the school imposed this initiative , and the difficult} of not being
able to use a trav for one ' s food
1 he first ol these issues i, quite easv
to solve: don ' t force, educate Maxime
Guillaume "It 1' mentioned that , II
someone asks me to not vise a trav and
tells me the benefits, I v.ouldn ' 1 useone But as soon as something is forced
on me. 1 will to do exactl y ihe opposilc " Mr. Guillaume is ccrtainlv run
done in these sentimenls It is natural
'- r people to react negaiivelv \, anylung that is forced on them, cspeeiall-.
i thev are not aware of the ad\ tniagu
And even if going traylcss were
iptional. some peop le w o u l d still find
; difficult An obvious example is
'. . 'Herts Dining Hal), w h e r e meals arc
.llreudv prepared on ihe p laies . which
are very often too large loi the food

itself, and are always too heavy for the
tray (It also mig ht be important to ask
why the dining hall with the heaviest
plates has (he flimsiest Iravs to hold
them.) Whether carried by tra> or by
hand, these heavy and odd plates are
u n t a d i n gly inconvenient
But not using a irav is definite!)
possible , even thoug h heeommg
accustomed to ihe behavior can take a

In the U.S., we
waste 96 billion
pounds of food a
year, which is
more than a
quarter of what
we produce. We
could more efficiently allocate
our resources,
and when we go
trayless, we do.
ItttU i
thi n
go
_ oin ¦
pe* (ii
on l
wiili
plat.
ent tl .
F« HJ

Both Dana ,t\ul Fossa, with
_> , < ' lightci ¦¦are eater lo
'• im i ow eastern '(19
¦ ,- _ ol . v\ li.u about
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ing traylcss dining lo liberal enviro.
kids or girls who want to convince
themselves lhat they are eating less.
When Howard Hay den came to speak
about global warming. Ral ph Kettcll
'09 of the ( olby Republicans asked ,
"Think that not having trays in the
d i n i n g halls today was unnecessary
and w a s a meaning less gesture?" I
find it interesting that some conservatives would choose lo paint this as an
e n v i r o n m e n t a l issue, when in fact it is
p r e d o m i n a t e !) an e c o n o m i c and
humanitarian one
As a school, we send out 86 tons of
wasle each year from uneaten food Of
course, a large portion of this lood ends
up being composted , but Ihe energy
gained oul ol composting pales in comparison to that w hich goes into it in the
I S., we waste 9(. billion pounds of
food a year , w h i c h is more than a quarter of w h a t we produce We could more
efficiently _ .!U»cale our resources, and
when we go traylcss, we do
Joe k l a u s . assistant director of dining serv ices, commented that on the
davs wfien dining services look the
trays away, "we cut food waste by
h a l f " W h y .' Peop le began taking w h a t
they were actuall ) able lo eal, not what
they thought thev w o u l d eat Ihis can
be an environmental issue It can also
be a humanitarian one But in a country
lh.it spends mure than il billion a year
simply on disposing of excess food , it
is most important as an economic
issue \ n> true economic conservative
w o u l d agree lhat while going traylcss
is a personal decision there are clear
economic benefits These colors don 't
run True patriots go trayless.

I Last gasp for 2007

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

"1 hough I know lew members ol
I ihe Class of '07 at The College. 1 feel
a certain connection to this year ' s
seniors because we do. in a sense, go
out together Thoug h billed as humor,
this column is nol quite the rig ht thing
for the "Joke " issue of ihe E * ho
i Profanity and scatological references
look peculiar in this space, thoug h
: God k n o w s I 'd like in trv to t.ilk dirlv
I once in a while Like seniors
Hut I ' l l conclude mv annual con
t n b u t i o n w i t h some random com
m e n t s on the Colh ) scene as I
understand it from reading the Echo
each week. The n e w s p a p e r - j a u n diced will say that the Eeh o isn 't
really Colb y, but it 's w hat I have to
go on. my days in the classroom long
gone al mv "retirement " In Fact, one
of the last group of undergrads that I
t a u g h t al Colin arc themselves grad
u n t i n g this spnng. so I look upon "07
as a landmark
First , let me thank Ben Hcrbsl and
Su/anne Merkelson for l.ieir w i l l i n g ness lo put up Willi me in M)(>- '07
They arc sp lendid young peop le tin
a l l o w i n g this increasingly c l d c r l )
man to spin his tales of discomfort for
you each week f i n s t u n e a visit to
my doctor for ihe a n n u a l physical
exam, during which he palpates mv
prostate gland- in my ease located
near my adenoids gleefully. If this
has never happened to vou guvs , just
wait a few decades.
1 understand that women h a v e ti
worse in the down-below exams , but
searches of this sort are usually
u n p leasant But sometimes life is
clearly awful You can see that when
you try lo bypass Oriel of Staff Klaus
on the way to submitting motions to
SGA or someone Klaus '07 does his
job well. I understand, so ignore h m i
at your peril. He also calls Colbv
sports events live on W M H B . so
acknowledge Klaus lor the m u l t i - t a l ented guv thai he is
And 1 liked that letter two weeks
ago about the A d m m i s t r a l i o n 's
attempts to shield the Colby Trustees
from the brickbats that arc directed at
Eustis by faculty and sludenls Perhaps
Trustees will be bored w i t h this nattering, but I can ' t hel p hut think that lhi_
Board would be better Colby leaders
for hearing faculty -student opinion
The Trustees don 't h a v e a Klaus, and I
guess they shouldn ' t have.
Given the baseball team 's record
this spring. I read w i t h pleasure Stew
Sandak' s encouraging report ol thai
57-1 baseball route of Newbury
College by Brid g e w a t e r
Stale.
H a v i n g myself played on teams in
Little League that lost by sinnlai
scores . I needed ail the backing I
could gel 1 hat. h o w e v e r , w a s in
L i t t l e League At the l) iv 111 level . I
would probabl) cry
Finall y, ihe music theft Hap (. ollv.
can 't/won 't help put the finger tin the
cul prits w h o used Ares and L i n i e w i i c
to trade off copyrighted music (I liked
eDonkey better, a rare name). Now 1
Continued on Page 9

Seniors in the Pub
What are you going to miss most about Colby?

"Jim Woodlec.and public nudity."

-Jackie Page 07. Kyle Haskett '07.
Mary Spooner '07. and Liz Coogan 07

"Tail boys in the Geo-Iounge "
—Newt Krumdieck 07. Jan Weidner 07.
Jamie Kline '07 . and Betsy Lttttcfield '07

"Free condoms!"
Tunde Bamigboye '07, Ira Panova '07, Tammy
Lewm 0? Jamyang Tashi '07, and Kip Kip rop '07

"Tuesday ni ghts at the Pub with these guys,"
Yauhcni HIadki '07

What do you care about? Converse: A uni que question , different answers
By MERLE EISENBERG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Almost every senior has the same
view at the end of the year. They love
the idea of Colby, but they have
become annoyed with the institution
of Colby. At a school with only 1800
people it is easy to become involved in
anything and everything, but the more
involved you become the more you
become frustrated with the system
Many seniors refuse to give to the
senior pledge for this very reason
they cannot stand the institutional
workings of Colby. In 30 years, however, we will all forget, meet at
reunions , and talk
about all the crazy
drinking we did.
1 have chronicled
Colby 's institutional
weaknesses—everything from the SGA
to dining services,
both in the Colby
Echo and in the
great Colby Shadow
Some of these critiques have created change, while others have encountered substantial
backlash. The purpose of these critiques , however, has been to create
dialogue about issues (and hopefully
policy action) Too often students
comp lain about issues, but do not
attempt to change them Too often
students refuse to listen to any contrary opinions , regardless of their
merit And too often students watch
an event, for examp le Drinking Time,
rather than participating in something
they like , but refuse to do.
College should be about fighting
and arguing —the more, the better
Ybu should not , however, be rude to
people or deliberately insult them , but
rather argue your point succinctly and
with as much supporting information
as possible. As Canaan noted in his
article two weeks ago, this involves
attending class and debating issues
with professors Arguing can take
many forms As one professor related
to us, Ayatollah Khomeini based his

classes on arguing western philosophy with his students Furthermore ,
he liked those students who argued
the most.
What is the purpose and the end
result of this arguing? It creates passion It means that a student genuinely
cares about what they are doing.
People often complain that students in
high school only become involved in
activities that look good for college ,
but this problem has, unfortunatel y,
been extended to college as well. We
too often hear about students who
engage in activities whose primary
motivation is to boost their hopes of
medical school or law school acceptance. These students, in both hi gh
school and college .
do not accomp lish
anything significant
because their passion is superficial .
Thus, you should
support
anyone,
regardless of their
position , who has
the passion to get
things done. I do
not support SASA's
recent attempt to reclassify date rape
drugs as weapons: however. I respect
its leaders because they have engaged
in a passionate debate on an issue
about which they care strong ly I have
lost my fair share of arguments over
my four years at Colby, but I hope that
people respect me for trying to change
Colby—just as I respect them.
Colby is as good as the students
who press for change on things they
care about. This lesson applies to the
"real world" (whatever that means) as
well I hope that students continue to
fight and argue about everything I
have always favored the quote.
"L'audace , I' audaee , toujours 1'audace." Or, as LL Cool J's character
said in Deep Blue Sea . "So what do I
have to say to you? What mark do I
have to leave behind? We'll begin
with the perfect omelet , made with
two eggs, not three Amateurs often
add milk for density This is a mistake. " He cared about omelets, what
do you care about?

What is the purpose and end
result of this
arguing? It creates passion.

By NICK BARA1NOWSKI AND
PETE KIRN
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

2:41 PM. Saturday 28 of April Two
Thous and Seven— Terrapin Station
was written simultaneously by Robert
Hunter and Jerry Garcia in completely different locations - Hunter wrote
the lyrics, Garcia wrote the music ,
both born from the same thunderstorm
viewed from places miles apart. SO. in
this light, a p hone call was made from
one Peter J. Kirn to one Nicholas J
Baranowskt. The mission, if they
chose to accept it . The Mission:
"Conversation is... "— write about it
using two separate minds in two separate locations from two separate perspectives. The result:
Pete: Converse! Here and there are
happening simultaneously ! Woodman
is falling apart and reconstructing as 1
sit inside of it. Just as GoHo is doing
the same. Animals wander between
dorms not knowing that they are
dorms, and swim in Johnson pond
But we are getting drunk. Is this the
difference? Is this where we ride''
Nick B—This lener to you which was
breached by phone call and keys into
beer cans ..Nicotine thinking is the
only thinking and is not even thinking.
Nobody wants it...but its time for a
kick in the nuts (ovaries??? Couldn 't
say...) for better or worse because the
juices we stew in are but our own
Thank God for the Colby Republicans
because we exist on the premise of
Not Colby Republicans. We need Al
Gore breathing fire to realize that he is
and is not the biggest asshole of them
all and the tensions of the system
therein The dead skin on mind feet
must be pumiced off...because today
is emerging from yesterday and so on
in a furious way, and its already three
o' clock. When tours go by, they don 't
know that we don 't know who
Lovejoy is, and they don ' t know about

By ADAM MARVIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

During my first three years at
Colby. I had the good fortune of living in dorms that suffered very little
of the idiotic vandalism and destruction that plague most residential halls
at Colby Lured by the prospect of
having my own kitchen , however, I
abandoned the safety of chem-free
dorms for the state of nature , i.e. the
Alfond Apartments.
In my first semester in the
Vpartments , our total fines/damage
came to $71 dollars per student, or
almost $8,000 for the whole dorm.
The fines/damage consisted largely of
holes punched in walls, broken windows, urine and vomit on the floors ,
and fire alarms pulled between midnight and three in the morning.
There are many Apartment resident who believe most of the damage there is caused by student
visitors. I find this fairly plausible ,
although it does nothing to change
the tact that Colby students routinel y disregard my well-being, as well
as that of 100 of their fellow students. This is essentiall y a verbose
way of saying that Colb y students
exhibit a complete lack of respect
tor other people.
those who cause dorm damage arc
making life even more difficult for
poor students. At an institution that
strives to further the cause of social
mstice . there are a lot of students for
whom $71 is a very substantial sum of
money. Despite the considerable

BASSETT: The year 's over , still never retiring
Continued From Page 8
have all the expertise of a jar of mayonnaise in this matter, but 1 like it that
the Big Brothers of Colby 's ITS
aren 't watching our stuff 24 hours a
day Next they 'd probably monitor
your use of Wikipedia (another rare

name , albeit a controversial service).
Don 't, however, fool around with
jazz , my music.
So farewell from Bassett for this
year. Since 1 will not retire. 1 hope
next year 's editors will save a place
for me. Let 's not be age-ist!

more in the depth of conversation Let
us analyze the word ¦ -conversation
Con is Latin for "with. " Verse is pig
Latin for "ersv." And shun is something you do to false idols. Altogether ,
this means that conversation is the
ultimate act of violence , the ultimate
act of connection between two existences, the ultimate crash test in living. To test your strength, converse.
You will be sent through hoops of blue
flame, and put your head into the
mouth of hungry tigers , and soar from
heights sickening in their scale.
Do you even now REALIZE what

it 's about time we talked about it to
discern from these Sherman-ized
tracks where the train is rolling,
because we 're in the locomotive and it
is currently moving quickly towards
nowhere, when everywhere is happening right now...
Nick: Conversation is the ultimate
ADVENTURE into another mind ,
another man 's universe, another
woman 's world , another person 's persistent existence. When else can you
know exactly what a person 's words
mean in the context of their world how? What? Who? What does all
mean? Well , let me tell you son, that
you can find all these answers and

conversation is? Do you take the time
to think about the incredible void that
your mind crosses every time it ventures out beyond Us home? Imagine , a
man stepping forth from a cave lifting
his arms to shield his unadjusted eyes
from the light of the sun, blinding, and
setting out with the stick and the pack
and the food for the journey across the
speckled valley to the opposing mountain , to climb the treacherous peak and
find the brid ge that will lead him to
the one person he seeks , to the one for
whom he has a message of great
importance , not because of its content
but because of the significance of its
journey Everything spoken is such!

Think of that' Everything spoken is
the journey across an uninhabited
void , a trek throug h murky waters and
a voyage across sweeping sands. And
sometimes the journey is a success, in
which case the only thing fit to do is
respond with further expeditions But
how often is the journey a failure''
That , it seems, is something that can
never be known , because it is not the
place of the recipient to know exactly
what was sent when that message was
bottled and shipped out so many distances away. Some rise, some fall.
Take anything for granted TAKE
your fingers for granted , take your
nose for granted , lake your dog for
granted , take your whiskey for granted, take the light for granted , take it all
for granted EXCEPT the ability that
you retain to share in the joy of another mind—whatever you do. do not
take that for granted. Without it , you
will become less than an island in the
sea, for even the island has the warm
wash of the water to keep it hoping
that there are other islands floating on
the current. And an island on its own
is not even an island
I speak to all I am moved by wondrous thoughts in my mind to communicate them to you Appreciate that.
You are moved by wondrous thoughts
in your mind to speak them to me. I
appreciate that. I sleep comfortably
with that notion , rocked slowly by
dreams of speaking to you in the
morning, and spending the day speaking to you , and falling asleep quietly
whispering to you , pouring my mind
out into a pitcher Drink, and be merry
at the taste of my love, my hate , my
lust for beauty, and my outstretched
hand. And as you do. I will drink from
your mind and be sated for not even a
moment. Sleep well , knowing that as
long as you have something to say to
me, I will have something to say to
you , and we will converse when you
wake. Inspiration , move me brightly.

Jud ged and found wanting (or not): Kris ' Report Card

Dorm Damage and the students who cause it
rhetoric to the contrary, the average
Colby student does not lose any sleep
over the fact that their inebriated
actions slap students with fines they
cannot afford to pay.
Moreover, dorm damage unnecessarily complicates the lives of Colby 's
custodial staff By Monday afternoon ,
the evidence of the weekend's filth
and destruction has vanished. Why?
Perhaps it is related to the fact that
Colby 's army of middle-aged custodians arrives every Monday to clean up
our messes I see nothing degrading
about sweeping floors and vacuuming
carpets , but I have difficulty imaging
how it feels to come to work every
Monday to find your building trashed
in the most inconsiuerate ways possible Do students care about improving
town-gown relations? Perhaps they
should begin by not treating the custodial stafTlike servants.
Finall y, dorm residents are human
beings with physical needs, including
shelter , sleep, and cleanliness When a
student decides it would be hilarious
to pull the fire alarm during the early
hours of the morning, he causes measurable discomfort to dozens of fellow students. Some of us have
weekend job interviews, athletic competitions , and looming academic
deadlines It takes only one pull of the
alarm to disrupt the relaxation of
those for whom a sound night of sleep
is important for the activities of the
next day
Dorm damage at Colby has taught
me an important lesson in humility. A
Colby diploma is a testament to academic commitment and intelligence,
but it does nothing to ensure that its
bearer is a decent human being The
prospect of earning the same degree
as the swine who commit dorm damage makes my skin crawl.

Tripping in the Arbo these stones to
be uncovered open avenues that have
been detoured by something....we are
following signs that say Happy 21st
Birthday down the very road that
Brad y Quinn has so luckily circumscribed by being drafted late. The
recent sun has been absolutely wonderful but the rain and snow that fell
into mid April made Last Weekend
explode Wt know the world is going
to Hell-in-a-Handbaskct...And even
Barack Obama is part of it...but
CHRIST! . We are learning every single day here about all sorts of things .

By KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For my last piece of the year, a condensed version of last semester 's imitation of Stephen Colbert 's "Tip of the
Hat/Wag of the Finger." Without further adieu:
THUMBS UP: Byron Memcrth '09
He was already recognized at last
week's award ceremony for student
leaders, but I've been planning to say
something too. Apart from the fact
that he, with Evan McCuIIoch '09 and
James Beltran '09, shouldered the burden of a fractured class council and
made himself an active presence in
dorms, Meinerth has been a conscientious and firm-voiced participant in

SGA debates He doesn 't speak on
every motion just to get his voice in
edgewise, but when he says something it matters.
Sometimes it 's a concise , eloquent
argument for or against a motion, but
what I' ve particularly liked have been
his broader , blunt reminders about
Presidents ' Council' s responsibilities
He has exhorted his fellows to remember both that even when they don 't
personall y give a damn about a
motion , their constituents probably
do; and that they are trustees and not
"populists. " as he put it. They are
expected to have keen insig ht and
steady jud gment, even if that jud gment may sometimes go against constituent sentiments, lt is in fact in the
name of the first reminder that the second must be kept in mind; making the
best decision for what the constituents
care about doesn 't always mean doing
what they want (though it does mean
always listening), and Meinerth
understands this. 1 hope to see him run

for. and win , an exec board position
for '08-'09.
THUMBS DOWN: People who
think they 're better than the Digest of
Civil Discourse.
It 's one thing not to read it; some
peop le don 't even read the General
Announcements. But it 's another to
brag that one doesn 't read it. It
doesn 't usuall y sound like bragging,
of course, but there 's an air of misplaced arrogance. It 's true that often,
the Digest is disappointing But it is
not useless, it should not be discarded ,
and it is not served by those who actually think it 's at its best when playing
the
Diet
Coke
of
General
Announcements (credit for the original "Diet Coke" analogy to Dan
Roboff'09)
Several times this year the Digest
has risen above its reputation as a
mudslinging arena , and I think that
each of these moments is worth the
dozen embarrassing ones that precede
or follow it , because they show poten-

tial. They show that peop le who care
can have meaningful discussions in a
forum that not only allows time for
interlocutors to craft their words, but
also gets people talking to each other
who normall y wouldn ' t have the time ,
the opportunity, or the inclination
Some of the Digest 's prouder
moments have actuall y come from
ugly ones, because when someone
says something angry or abrasive , others can defend or clarif y or rebut or
inform , or simply start a dialogue , a
process. Sometimes things have to get
worse before they can get better.
Those who sit back to sneer at a
shitshow are no better than those who
produce it I' m not saying that everyone should start posting (1 rarel y do so
myself), but cynicism lhat is not constructive is worse than self-serving,
worse than useless: it is poisonous
You 're :iot above it all; you ' re an irritating hypocrite Either help, or shut
the fuck up.

SPB Executive Board discusses campus role in '06-'07
By THE SPB EXECUTIVE
BOARD
The Student Programming Board this
year has brought you OK Go and Citizen
Cope, Stevie Starr the human regurgitator,
Loudness, the Fall Ball , Lupe Fiasco, Mr.
Colby and assorted movie nights, bowling nights, bingo nights and other social
activities. Leading this board of nearly 50
members are nine dedicated executive
board members who not only choose to
give up multiple weekend nights to program events for the rest of the campus,
but truly enjoy this opportunity What
may come as a surprise to many members
of the Colby community is that SPB has
only been operating for the last four years.
In those four years, the efforts and skills
of the board members have not only
proven to the campus and admimstrabon
that SPB provides valuable additions to
campus life, but m doing so. has increased
the demand for their continued programming. Specifically, direct written instructions have come from as high up as the
board of trustees requesung that SPB provide all-campus events every weekend
night between the hours of 9pm and lam
or 10pm and 2am. a daunting task to say
die least!
Things change easily and quickly in
the college atmosphere and Colby is not

exempt from this. For the past four years
SPB has worked with the administration.
scheduling and dining services to coordinate events every week for the sole purpose of keeping the campus safe and
entertained. However, issues emerged
this school year making it difficult to
program on campus and frustrating die
members of the Board. The fact is that
we on SPB put all our effort into making
each weekend great for ourselves, our
friends and classmates We understand it
is a transition year, with the campus torn
apart for the improvement of academic
and student facilities, but it seems at
times that members of the Colby administration have lost sight of our status as
students and not as full time employees
of the college.
What has prov ed the most difficult
issue for members of the board this year
has been the interaction between campus
administration and the students who
make up SPB While the board was
excited to begin working with a new
advisor in the '06-'07 academic year, we
were met with incompetence and this
individual has since left the school
While this was a positive step taken by
(he administration to relieve us of a difficult studcnl-advisor relationship, the
board was expected to carry on the sameworkload and programming efforts
without a faculty advisor Other mem-

bers of the office of Student Activities
have made a great, and much appreciated, effort to fill this gap, however even
the most dedicated efforts of our allies in
the administration are limited by the
numerous additional campus responsibilities they must undertake
Further challenges have ansen from
the general atmosphere related to programming social events on a college
campus. The administration assured us
that they would help us work around the
problem of decreased programming
space as the Spa disappeared and the
capacity of Page Commons was
decreased due to loss of viable exits.
Instead, we discovered resistance from
Dining Services lo allow us use of the
dining halls , specifically Fossa.
Furthermore, scheduling locations on
campus often was an exercise fraught
with miscommunication.
Jessica Laniewski , SPB Secretary,
admits that dungs have changed and had
to be dealt with, "1 understand fruit Uie
situation on campus is stricter than it was
when I came in as a freshmanConditions both on and oft" campus have
been harder to deal with , but we nev er
expected that it would be so difficult to
program on our own campus. It 's hard to
implement events when you feel that the
administration is working against you "
In addition to losing the Spa, being

afforded limited use of dining halls, and
working around general scheduling conflicts , the attitude towards alcohol on
campus, admittedly a health and safety
concern but nevertheless an undeniable
presence on campus, has proven limiting SPB has received criticism from
administrators for student hospital visits
when limited programming was available on a weekend night, as well as criticism when alcohol was not provided to
of-age students, a difficult task m itself
and one laden with legal and safety risks
for the student event host
We hope this article is not misconstrued as an apology We believe this
year went very well and arc proud of our
accomplishments as a board However,
the problems we have described in this
article demonstrate that there are structural constraintson the social life here on
campus - constraints thai even a group of
ambitious, driven, and dedicated students could not overcome If we arc to
see the social life at Colby restored to
that which we hoped for as prospective
students, we need the support of the
entire student body.
This article represents the opinions of
the SPB Executive Board Meaghan
Fitzgerald. Josh Itandelman . Jessica
Laniewski. Peter Matson, Ben Green,
Emily Kissner. Dan Roboff Kate
Btddiscombe and Emih Bulla

Arts & Entertainment
this week
FRIDAY, MAY.4
• BMR
8:30 p m
Coner Union
• Voice Recital- Dori Smith
•08 -VWi Italia!"
4:00 p.m.
Bixler 178
• 365 Days/365 Ptays
4:00 p m
Miller Library Miller Steps

mer , Dan Konopka
By JENNIFER COX
A&E EDITOR

Following the recent OK Go concert on Mayflower Hill. A&E Editor
Jen Cox '10 had a chance to catch up
with the band's drummer. Dan
Konop ka

SATURDAY, MAY.5
• Music at Colby: Chorale,
Orchestra
7:30 pm
Lorimer Chapel
• Centennial Celebration of
Rachel Carson
4:00 p.m.
Bixler 178

Jen Cox: You guys have such a fun
band After all these years of touring
are you like a family?
Dan Konopka: Yeah. We've been a
band for 8 some odd years, so these
guys are like brothers to me now. We
fight like brothers, and we'd take a
bullet for each other too.

WEDNESDAY, MAY. 9
• Colby Blue Lights Concert
8:00 p.m.
Lonmer Chapel

MOtU WARDEN THE COLBY ECHO

Smiling students perform an African dance during the International Extravaganza This vibrant festival took p lace in Page Commons last Saturday.

International Extravaganza shines with culture , beauty

TUESDAY, MAY. 8
• Colby ettes Concert
8.00 p m
Lorimer Chapel

By JENNY DEAN

THURSDAY MAY.10
• Colby 8 Concert
8.00 p.m.
Lorimner Chapel
• Sirens Concert
10:00 p m
Lorimer Chapel

STAFF WRITER
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Here 's What 's Plaving Fri .
May. 3 through Thurs. May. 9

BLACK BOOK
R Nightlv at 4 30 and 7 40: also
matinee Sat and Sun at 1:15
THE W I N D THAT SHAKES
THE BARLEY
R Nightlv at 5:05 and 7:30; also
matinees Sat and Sun at 12:15
and 2:40
INTO GREAT SILENCE
Not Rated Nightlv at 4:30 and
7 40. also matinees Sat . Sun at
1 15

•I T ' S 'WAY

An extravaganza, no less, an international one. holds the potential to
be almost anything It could imp l >
ruckus brawny men with long red
beards: canoes , pig-picking: manna
It might suggest an epicurean romp
throug h the strange possibilities
underlv ing that period in life we
privileged few ierm the college
years
The
International
E:\travaganza on Saturday nig ht
was a different sort of creature
But. even defying expectation , it
was nonetheless saturated in festivitv and surrounded b> anticipation
Upon entering , a visitor was
immediately struck by the multicultura l aura of this fete I can say with
m> limited experience, that the
Pugh Center has rarely been more
aestheticalh pleasing Lig hts illuminated the hallwav floor and paper
lanterns dang led above most people 's eve-level The scents of exotic
comestibles lingered in the visitor 's
nostrils, and colorful streamers
framed the linoleum walls At int-

Please
recycle
this Ec/wl

^M'_/i a~»*js/l£:_s.s

at
The UPS Stora-Watervllle

Packing up and moving during
finals i__ madness. Lot CJ& help.
Save on UPS shipping and packaging
supplies during the tsA&y Madness Sale
S\ J I

A short interview
with OK Go's drum-

.
'_ M OT /''T''j f £ 0 ? J C;

Save 10% o f f packaging supplies and
any UPS Air shipping service
j u s t show your student ID at check out.
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end of the hall, a yellow sign in beckoned in plain bng lish "WELCOME" ,
just to clear up any last doubt amidst
the lorreni of hoi polloi Inside, onewas struck by a slew of flags and
country names, and strategically
placed pinatas. thoug h beckoning
achieve their full potential , served
well as decoration
The
concert
itself would prove
the decor an accurate herald of the
motley array ol
events to come. It
was a concert to
whet the interest ol
any sort
There
were music, dance
and skit; there was
a tableau , a bit ol
witty banter, and a
few jokes—even
one about a frog;
amp hibians are hilarious particularly
when they speak The dances hailed
from all the world ' s continents: Asia.
Africa, Europe (indirectl y), and
North and South America
Dance
numbers included salsa , renditions
of popular Boll ywood-numbers , tra-

ditional Indian-dance, martial art
performance , Vietnamese hat dance ,
and African dance (not to impl y thai
Africa is culturally homogcnousl
The costumes were exciting and colorful, and most likely, quite sturdy.
The performances clearly required
hours of practice and choreographing, and results
were forthcoming
They were exacted
w i t h zeal, and the
peanut-gallery
reacted with due
enthusiasm.
Breaking up the
various
musical
numbers , some students performed a
tableau following
the sweet though
unfortunale myth of
Iztaccthuatl ,
Popocatepetl, and
(heir doomed love , which resulted in
the two volcanoes —onl y Popoca is
active—that border Mexico City
The music performed was also
wide in variety, from vocal renditions of national anthems, to Urdu
alternative rock, to traditional Sitar.

The whole concert was enacted
with a great deal
of vigor and not a
little nostalgia and
pride by the largely international
student cast.

to popular Chinese, and traditional
Slavic folk songs. On a note that can
in some fashion be termed international there was even a rendition of
"Can I be your Facebook stalker?"
The whole concert was enacted with
a great deal of vigor and not a little
nostalgia and pride by the largel y
international student cast.
To top the nig ht oil', the show was
followed by an exciting assortment
of foods (all food is exciting; this
was also international), and a reception with the performers The homedispensed
via
made
dishes ,
assembly-line procession, formed an
interesting sort of multi-cultural
statement on pallets of disposable
Styrofoam: soft tortilla lingered with
middle-eastern hummus and refned
beans , and coconut-chocolate confection closel y followed the well
crafted Dolma Ultimatel y, the variety only emphasized the distinctions
of each creation And for one having
been limited by the facts of life to
dine on Waldorf salad earlier that
nig ht at Dana, the sustenance was
cheerily welcomed.

J: Do you have any fond memories
of college?
D; Not too many... I remember getting an A+ in philosophy. That was
pretty much the highlight.
J: What are your feelings on the
Youtube com awards?
D: We feel totally honored..
Althoug h , they don 't give you anything to really signify winning. You
just get an e-mail. No trophy, no fruit
basket It 's kind of surreal.
J: You guys just did a guest appearance on Las Vegas NBC. What was it
like being on TV and have you
watched it yet?
D: It was really fun. It 's a probabl y
a lot simpler than it looks, (for the
actors.) Not saying you don 't need
talent to be a TV star, but if you look
good and you 're willing to do as
many takes to get it right , 1 think anyone could do the job sufficientl y.
Saying that , it was really awkward
seeing our klutzy, goofy selves up
there.
J: What 's in your CD player right
now?
D: Eh hem. ,.. My Ipod? Well shit ,
like 40,000 songs! No really, I'm listening to Mastodon right now and a
band out of Denmark called Mew
They 're both SO awesome.

Spotlight on the Arts:

Laura Keeler '07
By JENNIFER COX
A&E EDITOR

When Laura Keeler '07 first arrived
at Colby, she thoug ht she might go
pre-med and minor in art A senior
with a brig ht smile and bright eyes.
Keeler knew she would include art in
her life at Colby "I have photographs
of me sitting at a table as a young girl
with crayons spread all across," she
said. "I' ve always been relativel y artminded " After taking an art history
course her sophomore year, however.
she realized where
her heart truly was
as well Instead ot
biology and chemistry. Keeler decided to devote her
studies to Monet
and Picasso Paints ,
colors, materials ,
structure , and artistic history were to
become Keeler ' s
academic
world ,
one she would
thrive in and fall in
love with
Keeler is primarily a painter and
she focuses on portraits. "The first
moment that sparked my interest in art
was the moment 1 finished my selfportrait ." she said with a hig smile ,
"To know I could physicall y do something as academic as a self-portrait
was a great feeling "
Keeler 's self-portrait soon led to
many other portraits of friends and

vibrant and relativel y contemporary ,
but she always tries to capture the
likeness of the face. Many of her
works also feature gold leaf, a gold
sheet p latform over which she paints
stokes of color. In the midst of an
artist ' s block last year , she discovered
the gold leaf and it revitalized her passion for art "Being excited by materials got me excited about painting. "
she said. It taug ht her that there is
always something else she can do to
pursue art further
Art history is also a huge inspiration in Keeler 's work As an art history major , she studies
the evolution and
development of art
over the years and all
over
the
globe
Looking at the works
of others is an important influence in her
painting
Keeler
works as a student
intent at the Colby 's
art museum, and
praises the variety
and quality of the art
that is disp layed
inside I-or a college museum, she
said , Colby 's building is strong, beautiful , and has a wide array of collections and works. "It 's a shame lhat
some people go throug h all four years
at Colby without ever visiting the
museum ' It 's a great resource, and a
great thing to do on a rainy day. "
Thoug h she knows all art students
know how great ihe art department
is on campus , she hopes everyone

Instead of biology and chemistry, Keeler
decided to
devote her studies to Monet and
Picasso.

favorite professor ," she said happily
as she wracked her brain trying to
choose just one. "They ' re all so
good at guiding us but they 're so
well trained. We 're very independent and self-motivated but they
know exactl y how to hel p us. "
Keeler currently has paintings displayed in the studio and seven pieces
showing in the gallery downtown. She
is preparing for the senior art show,
which features the work of her and
eig ht other seniors. Six painters and
three sculptors will be on disp lay, and
their beautiful and original art is not to

be missed ! After Colby, Keeler is planning on working as an intern in a
gallery in New York City. "Hopefully
that will put me in a good place," she
said Regardless of what happens with
her career, she knows she will learn a
lot and experience lots of wonderful
art in the city. "I' m excited to leam and
enjoy everything, but I' ve already
learned so much at Colby." Keeler will
continue painting and trying new
matcnals and methods. "I' ve gained a
huge appreciate for the arts since I' ve
been here," said Keeler. "1 just can 't
wait to see where it takes me."

Collegium Mus icum channels Baroque-era Venice in Lorimer Chapel
By KRIS MIRANDA
STAFF WRITER

"We are taking you from Lorimer
Chapel to San Marco, right now, in
Venice," Collegium Musicum director
Eva Linfield told the audience after the
ensemble's April 28 concert opened
with an organ solo from Annabeth
French. Linfield was referencing the
grandest, most famous of the Italian
city 's myriad churches. "The composers we are representing here"
Claudio
Monteverdi ,
Giovanni
Gabrieli , Giovanni Legrenzi , Giovanni
Rovetta, and Biagio
had
Marini—"all
something to do
with San Marco," as
organists or music
directors.
The program was
divided into sacred
music before the
intermission and
secular music after.
Not one of the
pieces was written
after the year 1700;
the latest composer
died in 1690.
After a relatively
sedate choral piece
featuring effective
use of occasional
silences to punctuate a song in which
notes mostly flowed
smoothly from one
to the next , an
instrumental quartet took center
stage: Michael Albert and Anthony
Allen on baroque violins (with a
lighter sound than most), Raffael
Scheck on cello (minus its endpin , to
keep with baroque practice) and
Catherine Liddell on theorbo, a massive bass lute. They played a lengthy
but bright one-movement sonata

heavy on violin solo and duet work
Another choral piece followed,
more solemn than the first Like many
songs of the nig ht, it featured a good
deal of repetition as each voice part in
succession sang the same phrases
Taking the spotli ght next were
Daniel and Matthew Yosua "07 , John
Waldcn '07. and Steve Olzerowiez
'10 on a h ymn by Monteverdi ,
accompanied only by the instrumentalists. Walden was one of the nig ht 's
stand-out soloists with his strong
vibrato.
For generations the San Marco was
the Duke 's Palace , home to many
state ceremonies. It
was
fitting
to
Linfield that some
music on the program fit the "category
of
sacred
concerto , but with a
lot of pomp and circumstance. "
Monteverdi 's "Dixit
Dominus " for Psalm
109 was the first
selection to feature
all the performers
and the last before
intermission. With
the aid of the violins, the choir initiall y pushed along
at a livelier pace
than they 'd yet tackled before moving
into a fast-slow-fastslow pattern that
made it one of the
concert 's busier and more varied
pieces
After another sonata from the
instrumental quartet (this one initially somewhat sad but approaching
cheery in some sections), Linfield
introduced an opera duet for Don
Smith '08 and violinist Albert as
"probabl y one of the most sensuous

This last
Monteverdi
piece, again featuring the full
ensemble, was
singularly pleasant , maintaining
a warmth
through its frequent tempo
shifts that even
the preceding
airs didn't quite
have.

Members of the Colby chorale perform classic works composed before the I 700 s With only nineteen voices, singers created a sound lhat
was full and controlled- Under the direction of Eva Linfudd. the group sang pieces by Monteverdi. Gabheli . Legrenzi , Rovettu . and Marini
and ... erotic pieces of seventeenth
century music" (with such exchanges
as "I embrace you . I enchain you "). It
is rare, at least in mv experience , that
the female half of a duct has an even
more resonant voice than the male.
and that the man can match the heig ht
of the woman 's range , but that 's just
what happened-Smith is singularl y
gi fled, and Albert obviously a man of
great musical versatility.
The full choir then retook the
stage for a few "little ditties , little
airs" by Monteverdi , a "wonderful
melodist. They are simple—not so

simp le when you have to speak the
Italian words but melodicall y they
are very simple, nearly folk-like "
These tended to be relatively slow ,
with several notes sustained for a
few seconds at a time After the first
of these for full choir. Jmgjing Zhou
(17 . Whitney Simmonds "07 {one of
the more physically expressive
singers I' ve seen) and Joel Biron '07
(a small smile often convey ing his
calm confidence) were accompanied
by the instrumentalists on a
Monteverdi canzonet.
"I couldn 't help myself," Linfield

said before confessing that the next
piece's composer. Carlo Gesualdo.
was not in fact Venetian The l yrics—
including "the tormented heart feels
keenl y the pain of dying " confirmed
Linlicld' s
characterization
of
Gesualdo as "dark and melancholic "
The last solo feature, Monteverdi ' s
"O rosetta." was performed by Beck y
Thorbum '09, Danielle Nielsen '09J
and Tom Reznick '07.
For its finale the Collegium
returned to sacred music with a Gloria
"probabl y performed , if not written,
for a Mass service at the end of yet

another p lague " in 1630 This last
Montevcdi piece, again featuring the
full ensemble, was singularly pleasant .
maintaining J uarmlli through its frequent tempo shifts thai even the preceding airs didn ' t quite hav c
All night , the choir demonstrated a
noteworthv restraint and control while
still managing a surprising ly full
sound for 19 people
Smith and Simmonds will be performing in a student recital this
Sunday in Bixler 's Given Auditorium,
if you missed them last weekend, consider checking it oul

Book Review: "On Beauty "is brilliant Music Review: Twenty-nine man band has one great sound
romantic interest , a rapper named
Carl, doesn 't appear to be very
interested in her. Levi, the wellI was drawn to Zadie Smith 's On meaning joker of the famil y is
Beauty because it boasted rave only 16, but leads a very complireviews, the prestigious Orange Prize cated life nonetheless. After being
for Fiction in 2006, and had been told that he has to work Christmas
short-listed for the Man Book Prize. day, he leaves his job at a record
However, I felt a little daunted by the store and falls in with a group of
idea of reading a 450 page book street hustlers from Haiti , who
whose title— which 1 later learned is sell stolen goods on the streets of
a reference to a poem by one of the Boston and perform music at
characters in the novel— seemed sus- night. All of this , in addition to
piciously vague. Once I began, how- his truancy from school , ilies
ever, I was immediately hooked by entirel y below the radar of his
Smith's fascinating satire about race , preoccupied family.
As the story progresses, the
class , and academia. Breezing
through the pages . I completely lost Belseys ' lives become further
entangled with the Kipps.' much
track of their number.
The text centers itself around the to Howard 's dismay Reeling
Zadle Smith
Belsey's, who are a very remarkable from her husband' s infidelities ,
On Beauty: A Truly Attractive Novel
family indeed. Howard , a reserved Kiki finds a kindred spirit in
Penguin Press
Englishman , is a professor of Art Monty Kipps ' wife, Carlene. who
History at a small liberal arts college feels that she has been marginalin New England called Wellington. ized by her own family. Kipps ' daugh- regards to his stance against affirmative action Given such tense circumKiki , his African American wife from ter Victoria , having ended things with
stances, the story gains more and more
Florida, is overweight but generally
momentum, leading up to an enorperceived as beautiful , and loves
mous "tick, tick , boom *" kind of
bnnging pics with her on visits to
upheaval
towards the end
members of the Wellington communiOn Beauty is loosel y based on
ty Their 30-year marriage enters
Howards End by F..M Former, which
rough waters when Howard cheats on
also involves the rivalry of two famiher with a fellow professor. "She's the
lies. Zadie Smith makes this premise
size of my leg," Kiki exclaims, as she
her own . infusing it with a unique
points out that he could not have chomullicuhuralisi twist. Because the
sen anyone less like her.
characters are so diverse, the text
Also caught up in the web of drama
accommodates all kinds of cultures ,
are the Belsey 's three biracial chilfrom Howard 's lower-class English
dren: Jerome, Zora and Levi. Jerome ,
father to Levis ' hustlin g Haitian
a junior at Columbia, has fallen in love
friend , Choo The reader has much to
with beautiful Victoria, who is the
gain
in experiencing the perspectives
daughter of his father 's academic
of Smtlh' s dynamic characters, as they
nemesis, Monty Kipps. Zora , a sophomore at the college where her father Jerome, begins throwing herself at a strugg le to reconcile their strengths
works, is more pertinacious than she is baffled Howard when she becomes with their often extensive flaws.
intellectual , and chooses a course with enrolled in his class. Interesting ly, she Pulling her keen sense of humor to
the professor who has been romanti- is also the object of affection for Carl, work. Smith makes it so that the readcally linked to her father—a decision who Zora is infatuated with. Zora er will be unable to avoid chuckling
which creates awkwardness for every- remains oblivious , however, since along with her satirical wit.
I read On Beaut) during the last
one involved. She also struggles to most of her energies are focused on
few days of spring break, when it
come to terms with the fact that her bringing Monty Kipps down with
would have perhaps been more prudent to do the reading for some of my
classes instead Still , I consider it the
most productive thing 1 did over
break , and 1 urge you to consider
reading it as well, lt would make a
Classical Homeopathy
nice addition your amazon com pur179 MAIN STREET ¦ SUITE 302
chaser for the summer, or you could
WATERVILLE, MAINE 04901
even locate Ihe copy they have at
207-859-8711
Miller And don ' t let Ms length throw
Family Nurse Practioner
you off or its cover bore vou U s a
Naturopathic Doctor — Homeopath
deceptively quick read that is fascinating and brilliant.
By OLIVIA STERLING
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Breezing
through the
pages, I was
immediately
hooked by
Smith's fascinating satire about
race, class, and
academia.

Laura T. Bridgman, FNP, ND

By RINE VIETH

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"I' m From Barcelona " is the best
thing that has happened to me in the
last few weeks.
Yes, it 's that twenty-nine person
musical endeavor that 's not reall y
from Barcelona (the band is. in fact,
from Sweden). The lyrics are catchy,
the choir-like singing is beautiful, and
the music is just amazing. Unlike
many releases . Let Me Introduce My
Friends is absolutely packed full of
great
songs.
For
example.
"Oversleeping ", the first track ,
describes what happens when one is
rushing to make it to work—yet the
music is upbeat , and the tone of the
song is one of amusement.
The third track, "We 're From
Barcelona ", is one of those songs
that makes you waul to sway side-toside and just not care. This sounds
absolutel y horrible , but it 's true The
music reall y does make you want to
dance , and the beat is repetitive but
does wonders for the childlike song,
the trippy, upbeat voices make the
song an experience in and of itself .
one that makes you wonder about
w hat the message of the song
reall y is.
It 's as close to
essence of ihe band as any of
the tracks can gel: reminiscent
of children 's music, but with a
deeper meaning
"Chicken Pox" is arguabl y
one of the best songs on the
album. It begins by telling about
diseases the lead singer had
(chicken pox, measles , and
scarlet fever) "You can 't have it
once you 've had it", the choir
sings over and over again The
song seems like an allusion to
love , the comp leteness w i t h
which ihe smger doesn 't "want
to go through that again " makes
the song take on whole new life
Following the slightly downer "Chicken Pox", "Rec and
Play " seems like an upbeat
alternative to love. "This will
be my favorite song/This will
be my favorite hour "— the
choir sings of the desire to simsave
those
special
ply
moments. The want to keep
some experiences forever (have
vou never wished to have a tape
recorder to save something'.' ) is

powerful , but . again , the music is
sung in a very childlike way. lt
seems quite counterintuitive , but
I' m From Barcelona does do
quite a good job with making
that a very powerful way to create a message of playfulness in
the aduli world.
The album would not be comp lete without "This Boy ", featuring Loney, Dear. Say ing there
"will always be a little boy" as
well as "a little girl inside of me "
is something that is, well , quite
odd to think about. The song is
so insanel y catchy that it is reall y impossible to think about
what
I 'm
From
exactly
Barcelona really means to say It 's just
one of those songs that you have to
sing with large groups of peop le at any
opportuni ty - it sounds so bizarre, but
it makes you feel so good, so you can ' t
help yourself.
One of the bonus tracks on the
album. "The Painter ", should not be
missed. Hugel y upbeat , and with a
chorus of "Don 't give up on your
dreams, boyTJon't give up on your
dreams, no, buddy !", it is definitel y a
great play. It takes full advantage of

j
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I'm From Barcelona
Let Me Introduce My Friends
Mute/lnterpop

the choir at its disposal (o create a wave
of voices that completely overwhelms
the listener , pushing the fine line
between listening to and experiencing
I' m From Barcelona should not be
missed. The blend of vocals, style,
and rhythm creates a total!) amazing
release that the band should be proud
of. It 's beautiful , childlike, heartbreaking , and empowering all at
once-and it would not be as brilliant
any other wav
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Women 's Softball concludes season with 16-13 record Some predictions
By KENDALL K1RBY
S^R: WR TER

Colby women ' s Softball had a
tough w eek losing fh e conference
games and ending the season w ith a 3s> record in the New Eng land Small
C ollege Athletic Conference East
division The team will graduate four
senior captains
Colbv stole a 2-1 win from
Bowdoin College in the second game
of the Wednesday, April 25 doubleheader Sophomore Carrie Miniehmo
hit a mo-run homer in the sixth inning
bnnging in Christine Gillespie '10 and
hel ping the Mules gam a one run lead
over the Polar Bears Defensively.
Randi Arsenault *<_W earned the win .
pitching out of trouble numerous
times lea\ ing 12 runners on base.
Striking out three and walking four
baners
Colbv dropped the first game of the
doubleheader against the Polar Bears
losing 7-3 Bow dotn had two runs in
the firsi inning, four in the second and
one run in the third inning The Mules
answered back with three doubles by
Gillespie, and senior captains Miki
StarT and Essie Widlanski . but fell
short of making up the four run
deficit
The Mules continued to struggle in
conference games against powerhouse
Tufts University on Saturday The
Jumbos arc first \w the NESCAC East
division losing just one of twelve conference games Colbv lost all three
games with scores of 8-0. 5-1. and 10-

I
Senior captain Lindsav Toomev,
pitched the fust game allowing no
walks, however. Tufts shut the Mules
down offensive!) allowing no hits
In the second game Colbyimproved both oftensiveU and defensivel y Al yssa Crowell "09 pitched all
six innings sinking two batters out
The Mules had three hits by Stair,
Captain Amy Palmer '07 and
Widlanski
The Jumbos took control rig ht
away in the third game against Tufts
scoring five runs and having four hits ,
one being a homerun The Mules
struggled defensivel y— they had four
errors and allowed twelve hits
throughout the game Colby had five
hus themselves , two from Alama
Clark "08 and Widlanski and a single
hit from Gillespie
Colby will be graduating four
senior captains Palmer. Toomev. Starr
and Widlanski This group of seniors
has contributed all four years Stanwas an AH-NESCAC player her first
two years, but was out nearly the
entire 2006 season due to a knee
injury Toomev helped the Mules out
with her pitching effort , while
Widlanski led behind the p late , rotating as starting catcher her junior year
and as the Mules only catcher this season Palmer contributed in the outfield
and was voted by teammates as the
team 's most improved p layer for the
2006 season.
The Mules end the season with a
overall winning record of 16-13

against the impossible

TH E RAMBLIN * BOY

By TODD HERRMANN

For those who have been paying

attention to the NBA
playofTs. the Golden
State Warriors have
made the playoffs
for the first time in
13 years. As I am
writing this, they are
halfway to beating
the
Dallas
Mavericks, the team
with by far the most
wins in the regular
season. Growing up
10 minutes from the
Oracle Arena in
Oakland where the
Warriors play, this is a feat that I
always deemed impossible. With the
impossible in mind, here are my bold
predictions for what is to come in the
sports world in the near future
1 Mark Pnor returns from the disabled list in late May. and ends up

winning 17 games in a row down the
stretch, posting a 0.46 ERA . to win
the National League Cy Young award.
He leads the Chicago Cubs to their
first World Scnes title since 1908.
2 Roger Clemens accepts a 27 million dollar deal to play for the Tampa
Bay Devil Rays for the second half of
the season and leads them to the
World Series. There, they lose to the
Cubs in game 7 when Clemens's hip
breaks mid pitch.
3 Salary cap leads to ultimate NFL
parity, all 32 teams
finish 8-8, resulting
in the last resort of
NFL tiebreakers: a
March Madnessstyle rock paper
scissors tournament
between
backup
quarterbacks.
4. TV ratings
prove that somebody watched an
NHL hockey game.
5. Tom Brady
takes after new
teammate Randy
Moss and runs over a policeman in a
drug-induced fit of rage. Moss catches an NFL record 26 touchdowns
from backup quarterback Matt Cassel,
and wins the NFL humanitarian of the
year award for his charity work with
underprivileged Boston area youths.
6. Illegal turn leads to
wreck of all 35 cars on the
2nd lap of Daytona 500.
The crash is the highestrated race in NASCAR
history, and the clip
almost instantly becomes
the most watched video
on YouTube.
7. College football,
stealing from the popularity of March Madness and
the buzz created by the
NFL tiebreaker, debuts a
64 team playoff system to
replace the outdated BCS.
After first six weeks of
playoffs, the system is
eliminated
when the
NCAA realizes nobody
actually cares anymore.
8. In a desperate
attempt to beat his rival,
Phil Mickelson hits Tiger
Woods in the back of the
knee with a seven iron on
the first hole of the U.S.
Open. Woods goes on to
win by seven strokes.
9. Cole Stem , of
Highland Park Middle
School , is the second
overall pick in the NBA
draft , and the first player
to be drafted directly from
middle school into the
NBA.
10. The United States
wins the 2010 World Cup.
The story makes the last
page of the New York
Times sports section. It
marks the first time the
word "soccer" appears in
any major American
newspaper.
Well, there they are.
When these start coming
true, just remember... you
heard it from me first.

With the impossible in mind,
here aire my bold
predictions for
what is to come
in the sports
world in the
near future.

Mollie Puskar '08 runs for the Mules
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Men 's tennis finishes 23rd in the nation

Four years of wisdom

Devastator of the Week

By DYLAN PERRY
STAFF WRITER

The tennis season has come to a
close after last weekend's New
England Small College Athletic
Conference Championship. Hosted by
Amherst College, the men qualified at
the sixth and final position for the
event. The women did not qualify
despite two late season NESCAC
wins. The Mules lost their first match
of the tournament to Williams College
5-0. The Ephs from Williams are
ranked sixth nationally in Division III
and ultimately advanced to the finals
of the championship. There they met
three-time
defending champion
Middlebury College , who won the
contest 7-2 to make four in a row. On
the women's side, Amherst was able to
narrowl y defeat Williams 5-4 for their
third consecutive NESCAC title.
Prior to the tournament , Colby tennis faced off against Maine NESCAC
rival Bates College in two league
matches last week. On the April 24 the
women earned their second win of the
season , beating the Bobcats 7-2.
Senior captains Allison Dunn and
Tracy Nale as well as Ginny Raho '07
won all of their matches in what was
ihe final contest of their Colby career
The Mules won all three doubles
matches, losing only fourth and fifth
sing les. The women finished this season 2-6 in the NESCAC. They will
lose their top three singles players to
graduation as well as their top doubles
group. Next year the team will look to
its younger players to step up to fill the
shoes of top players Dunn , Nale and
Raho as there are no rising seniors on
the team, only three rising juniors and
over five sophomores.
The men 's team was unable to pick
up a win in their final regular season
match against the Bobcats of Bates.
The Mules were able to win at first

THE RAMBL1N' MAN
By A.I HERRMANN

ECHO FILE PHOTO

The men will retain six of their starters next season.
and third doubles but were beaten in
all five singles matches. Brody
Saunders '08 and captain Zack
Schuman '08 won at first doubles and
the captain Tom Gildersleeve '07 and
Nick Rosen-Wachs '09 combo won
third doubles. The men finish the season at 8-7 (4-4 NESCAC) with a
national ranking of 23rd , the highest in
the program 's history.
The Mules will only lose one
senior, Gildersleeve, to graduation
Tom's Zack Schuman told the Echo,
"[Tom] has been a huge impact in doubles and has been our greatest leader
on and off the court." Top players
Saunders , captain Schuman , and
Bryan Brown '09 will all return next
year along with other starters Tim
Fuhriman '09, Alex Chin '09, and
Nick Rosen Wachs and developing
players Owen Gilmorc '08, Mather
Neill *09, Henry Scars '09, Scott
Zeller '09 and Aaron Block '10.

Captains for either team have yet to be
elected.
As for next year 's forecast ,
Schuman says it best , "[our] top seven
will be intact , minus Tom at six singles
and three doubles If we continue to
improve at our current rate, I anticipate a top 20 finish , two nationally
ranked doubles teams, and potentiall y
three nationally ranked singles players. We have the potential , we just
need to capitalize in the close matches.
Many thanks to our seniors, both
men 's and women's for their outstanding leadership and to our coaches.
Coach Hans Romcr, Jim Begin , and
Sakhi Kahn for all of their hard work
and patience and for making this season memorable." Congratulations to
both teams on their hard work on the
courts this spnng and best of luck in
the off-season training and into next
season.

Memorable sports moments from a procrastinating, graduating columnist
unit that worked together to win
championships. I guess I might just be
a little bit jealous.

HATS FOR BATS

By STEVE SANDAK
I am winding down my time here
and this is my last Echo article. While
some of you may be heartbroken that
you won 't get to see my awkward
smile every other week, I can assure
that there is one person who is
absolutely ecstatic to be done with my
late entries to the Echo , and that is the
Sports Editor, Alexa Lindauer '07
She works very hard and deals with
procrastinating morons, like myself,
not handing their columns in on time
I think I may have gotten two in on
time over the past three years. Sorry.
Recently I have been doing a lot of
looking back at my college career and
what has happened. So why not go
hack and recount some of ihe most
memorable sporting events and some
of the sporting themes/personalities
ihat will stick out in my mind when I
am out of college , overweight ,
depressed , divorced , lonely, and
remembering what it was like when I
was there.

Patriots fans

I have been surrounded by them for
years now and I feel like I have a pretty good grip on their persona Part of
me wants to absolutely despise the
I'atnots ' arrogance and constant sense
of self-entitlement towards everything
great. They whine and overreact
about everything. Heterosexual males
have strange man crushes on Tom
Brady, and Bellicheck isn 't a pretentious bum with his cutoiT sweatshirts ,
he is a "man of the people " Despite
all of those criticisms, they have been
J great example of a cohesive team

Red Sox beating the Yankees
In the 2004 ALCS
As I sat in my fourth story Taylor
triple by myself I didn 't want to sec
any bod y 1 locked the door curled up
into the fetal position and watched the
Yankees finish off the biggest choke
job in professional sports history.
However, the pain I felt when the last
pitch was thrown is nothing compared
to the pain 1 would feel. I heard a
knock at my door and a couple of people who claimed to be my friends told
me that they just wanted to come in
and say that it was a good series. I
barricaded the door. They said .

Heterosexual
males have
strange man
crushes on Tom
Brady, and
Bellicheck isn't
a... bum, he is a
"man of the people."
"Come on . don 't be a sore loser." Well
my sportsmanship came back and bit
me in the ass as I opened the door and
was pushed back by three individuals
(I will withhold their full names as to
not compromise any case that 1 ma>
choose to bring against them and simply refer to them as RC, TK . and GB)
into the comer of my room and was
beaten with a wiflle ball bat. Good
times all around
Aaron Boone 2003
I was at BC over I:all Break and I
knew it was going to happen . I loved

it , it was a great addition at that point
to the long history of losing that
defined the Red Sox , and then I got
beat up with a piece of yellow plastic karma sucks.
Middlebury Hockey
Game this year
One of the more exciting Colby
events of my college career, overtime
goal , beating the Panthers.
Jim Nantz' voice
at the Masters
'
1 can t do it justice in writing. He
somehow combines melodrama and
the natural setting of Augusta with a
monotone voice that makes me fee! all
warm inside
Bates Soccer game
Bates sucks, they stopped the game
this fall that Colby would have won
because they said it was raining too
much. There was only 10 minutes left ,
Colby was dominating and if they had
scored another goal they would have
made the playoffs. I think a thorough
investigation should be conducted to
discount any athletic accomplishments
of the Bates soccer team seeing as I
believe they paid olT the refs, even
though 1 have no proof or supporting
evidence and I was drunk at the game.
Colby Football in SI
Sports
Illustrated' s "Leading
OIT'and the photo that made me
strong ly believe that Brian Liberty
was abusing a performance enhancing
substance He looked huge
Duke Lacrosse "scandal"
I will trul y never forget how everyone assumed guilt and while those
kids were probably not the smartest of
politicall y correct individuals in the
world , they did not deserve to be
assumed as rapists
Anyway those are just a couple
memories It 's been fun. Pro out.

Melissa Cianciolo'07

Cianciolo has been a constant force for Colby Track and Field this
spring. She is provisionally qualified to compete at nationals in the hammer throw, an event which she has steadily improved in this season.
Cianciolo won the javelin with a toss of 108-04 as well as winning the
hammer with a throw of 141-0 1 against Bates and Southern Maine on
April 7. She placed second in the hammer (144-5) and third in the javelin
(99-4) on April 14 against MIT, Bates and Colby-Sawyer. On April 21.
Cianciolo was second in the javelin (108-04) and in the hammer (149-06)
at the Bowdoin Aloha Relays. Most recently, she placed second at the
NESCAC championship in the hammer throw with an impressive toss of
152-05, while finishing fourth in the javelin (106-01).

Personal favorites are the upper level
Miller bathrooms (but definitel y not
the heavily trafficked one on the main
floor), the single occupancy "offices "
on the first floors of Mamner and

nal problems in these pristine locations)
Best dorm pranks: Filling a
friend' s room with crumpled up
newspaper (there ' s enough to fill a
Hillside double to the ceiling, trust
me); filling solo cups with water, stapling them together , and putting them
on every horizontal surface in a room
while someone is sleeping; putting
ramen seasoning in the shower-heads
of a bathroom you intend on not using
for awhile
Things to do before leaving Maine:
canoe on one of the local lakes , make
a trip to OPB. ski or snowboard , go to
trivia ni ght at the Liberal Cup in
Hallowell , be the first person in the
United States to see the sun rise on
Cadillac Mountain in Acadia, climb
Katahdin . and go to a lobsterman 's coop to get fresh seafood on the coast
Enjoy your four years on the hill
everyone , thanks for taking the time to
read my rambhngs.

Frats don't exist
at Colby. But if
they did , don 't
join one that
decides to distinguish itself by
wearing black
ankle bracelets.
Leonard, and any chem-frec dorm
(beer and the late-night Whop orders
that inevitably follow a night of drinking tend to not cause as many intesti-

Women 's track takes sixth at NESCACs
By AMANDA ROEHN
STAFF WRITER

Both men 's and women's outdoor
track and field teams traveled to
Middlebury, Vermont this past weekend to compete in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference
championships. The women were able
to come away with sixth place while
the men took 11th.
Leading the women was Anna King
'08 who came away as the NESCAC
3,000-meter steeplechase winner. She
finished the race with a time of
10:36.80 which put her just a few seconds ahead of Elise Tropiano of
Amherst College. This victory by
King contributed 10 points to Colby's
64.50 total points , which hel ped them
earn sixth place. Sharon Fuller '08
also competed in the 3,000 meter
steeplechase coming away with a time
of 11:54.44-eaming her seventh place
Another top performer for the women

was senior captain Karen Prisby who
placed second in the 10,000-meter run
with a time of 36:51.72. This was just
two seconds behind the winner,
Alexandra Krieg from Middlebury
College. Senior Melissa Cianciolo

Leading the
women was
Anna King '08
who came away
as the NESCAC
3,000-meter
steeplechase
winner.
also helped lead Colby
away with second place
mer throw and fourth in
Other key contributors

by coming
in the hamthe javelin
were Anna

Bruno '07 who took fourth p lace in the
pole vault , Kirsten Davis '07 who took
sixth in the 400 hurdles with a time of
1:08 81 and seventh in the hig h jump,
and Jessica Young '08 who took sixth
in the hammer throw
For the men. senior Ian London
took third in the 1 .500 meters with a
time of 3:56.59. This was just less
than a second from putting lnni in second p lace Other key contributors for
the Mules w ere Camden Bucsko '08
who took fourth in the discus , sophomore Chris DcRoo who took sixth in
the 400 dash with a time of 51.18 , and
Jeff Alden 07 who came away with
sixth p lace in the 3.000 steep lechase
with a time of 9:36 63 Despite these
competitive results , the men were siill
only able to come away with 11th
place at the meet.
Members ol both teams will travel
to Springfield. Massachusetts to compete in the New Eng land Division III
championships This meet will start
today and continue into tomorrow

CUnznosSuB
MMMM...TOASTY !

Quiznos on Upper Main St. (across from Wal-Mart) is
Now Delivering!!

Want to write for ttsports next year?

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:30am-9pm, Sun . ll:00am-8pm

E-mail Molly Biddiscombe '10 at mbiddisc@colby.edu if you
are interested in working for next year's Sports section.
\

I' ve been writing this column for
two years, covering sports for the
Echo for three, and going to Colby for
four, and it is all coming to an end in
less than a month- Here 's a few words
of advice from a departing senior.
If you 're going to call out the football team for sucking in an article,
don 't walk into Mainelys wasted
when it's packed with equally intoxicated football players. Or make sure
your article uses multi-syllable words
so they don 't realize you 're poking
fun at them (kidding...).
Best Restaurants near Colby that
almost no one knows about: the
Lebanese Restaurant on Temple Street
(across from the Bob-Inn , its only
open for lunch) and Riverfront
Barbeque on Water Street in Augusta.
Frats don 't exist at Colby. But if
they did, don't join one that decides to
distinguish itself by having all of its
members wear black ankle bracelets.
And don 't share your credit card number with your brothers.
Die names require thought, take
some time to mull it over before handing one out. Obscenity is fine (and
encouraged), but it has to relate in
some way to the person you 're naming: the vulgarity should force the person to tell an embarrassing story about
that time that they "didn 't know
he/she had a kid," not shrug and say
"the team who named me just thought
it was funny."
Fi ght for your right to party.
Seriously. That means respecting
security and not racking up dorm
damage, but it also means protesting
loud and hard if your think the administration is behaving contrary to what
students want (look at how well the
uproar over champagne on the steps
worked)
Best Places for an Extended Stay in
the Bathroom. This is definitely a
legitimate consideration , as anyone
who has made the mistake of dropping
a deuce in the second or third floor
Lovejoy co-ed bathrooms between 10
and noon on a weekday knows.

Call 877-QUIZ (7849)
Thursday Is COLBY DAY!

)

Receive 15% off every Thursday, and 10% off the rest of the week!

I

this week
in sports

CREW PREPARES
FOR NEW ENGLAND
CHAMPIONSHIPS

FRIDAY, MAY 4
BASEBALL

@ Bowdoin
TRACK
@ New England Division III
Championships

By WALTER CAMPBELL

SATURDAY, MAY 5

STAFF WRITER
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Captain i.ibbd Cox 07 prepares to make a pass in a recent game. The women will play Amhe rst College in the NESCAC semifinals this Saturday,

Women's lacrosse advances to NESCAC semis
By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Fourth-seeded Colby women 's
lacrosse team snuck past rival fifthseeded Bowdoin College in a nail biter
quarterfinal game of the New England
Small College Athletic Conference
tournament on Sunday. April 30. With
a home field advantage the Mules
proved victorious with a 10-9 finish ,
taking Bowdoin for the second time
this season. Although their season got
off to a slow start . Colby 's record now
stands 11 -4. The Mules move on to the
semifinals tomorrow at Middlebury
College against sixth-seeded Amherst
College. Despite early losses, Colby 's
season has certainly made a drastic
turn for success and they are out to
prove that they are indeed the best
team in the NESCAC league.
Hungry for a win after falling to the
Mules on Apri l 18. the Polar Bears
looked to avenge the loss that seeded
them below Colby. The level of play

was very evenly matched throug hout
the game, as the Mules and Polar
Bears took turns gaining the lead.
Colby managed to put a few more past
Bowdoin goalie in the first half as they
went on a four-goal run to enter halftime with a 6-3 lead.
In the second half the Mules netted
one more until the Polar Bears struck
back scoring four consecutive goals
themselves to tie it 7-7. From here on
out it was a race to the finish as the
teams battled back and forth. Every
time Colb y scored the Polar Bears
answered to tally one more on the
scoreboard. Becky Julian '09 netted
the game-winning goal off of an assist
from Kate Sheridan '09 with 2:15 left
on the clock. This time the Mules were
able to hold ofT their competition from
scoring as the clock wound down
Julian scored four goals total as
Captain Allie Libby '07 had one goal
and three assists. Sheridan and Lauren
Barrett '08 netted two each while
Captain Libba Cox '07 contributed one.

Sunday 's win marked the fourth
consecutive NESCAC win for the
Mules, who lost their first four consecutive NESCAC games of the season.
"We finally came together on the
field after so much time together off
the field It 's nice to show everyone
that we reall y do know how to play has
a cohesive team unit ," first-year goalie
Keryn Meierdiercks said.
The Mules earned their fourth seed
by beating Amherst 11-6 the day
before. Although the game was tied 44 score at halftime . the Mules took
charge the second half and dominated
play for the majority of the game. This
win was essential to placing them in a
position to host Sunday 's game instead
of play ing on the road.
During the match All-Amencan
Libb y reached 100 career assists
while leammate Barrett reached 100
career goals.
Just a week after their first matchup Ihe Mules will play the Lord Jeft's
at Middlebury tomorrow for a chance

Baseball beats UMF, loses to Tuft s
By JOHN WALLER
STAFF WRITER

Coming off a strong weekend
against Bates College where the
Mules ' offense exp loded for 3 1 runs in
two games, the Mules was hoping
their bats would remain hot for last
week' s games against local competition and Tufts University. The Mules
got their wish on Thursday. April 26,
p iling up runs in a 21-6 win over the
University of Maine at Farmington ,
but their bats fell silent as Tufts
University held Colb y to four runs in
three games , handing the Mules three
strai ght losses this past weekend.
"It was a toug h three game series, '
Kenneth Kaufman ' 10 said. "We went
into the weekend feeling good about
our chances but didn 't get the timely
hitting needed to produce runs "
In Sunday 's 10-1 loss to the Jumbos
in the rain , the Mules matched Tufts
'hit total of 10 but couldn 't string
enough hits together to bnng runners
across the plate and gave Tufts (22-8)
too many scoring opportunities from
walks and errors
Craig Cooper 09, Ryan Conlon ' 10
and Brian Liberty 07 all had multi-hit
games for the Mules , but their success
at the plate was not enoug h as Colby
fell to 7-19 and 2-9 in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference
In Saturday 's double-header , the
Mules lost 5-1 in the first game and 92 in the second Tom Salemy '07, however, did continue his success at the
plate that earned him NESCAC Player
of the Week honors the week before
with a two-run homer in the late game
to make the score 7-2 in the third

Tommy Salemy '07 makes a p lay for the Mules against Tufts
In Thursday 's dominant victory
over the University of Maine at
Farmington , all nine Colby sfaners
had multi-hit games including Liberty
and Corey Martin 10. who had four
hits a piece.
As the season winds down and the
team beg ins to look ahead to next year,
Colby will be without a core group of
seniors that have led the team at the
p late and on the mound for much of
this season and the past four years.
To go along with Liberty 's success
this past weekend , the outfielder started twenty-three games for the Mules
this season and posts a .294 batting
average He is also third in the team in
runs scored.
Robert Rosenbaum "07 , who earned
the win against UMF. posts the third
lowest ERA for the Mules this season
at 4.75 and is in a three-way tie for the
lead in wins this season. Also on the

mound. Bob Brad y '07. a junk-ball
pitcher , leads the team in ERA with an
impressive 2.31 mark and has 12
strikeouts in 11 innings pitched.
The Mules have three senior batters
over the .300 mark this season,
Salemy, catcher Steve Sandak '07 and
Captain Andy Carr '07. Salemy posted a team-leading .441 batting average
with 24 RBI , Sandak a .333 average
with a .524 slugging percentage, and
Carr .355 average with II RBI
Pitcher Jordan Henry '07, who was
injured this season , will also graduate
this spring.
"Salemy and Carr are going to be
tough hilters to replace in the heart of
our lineup, " Kaufman said , "they ' ve
been responsible for a lot of our runs
not just this year but in the past coup le
years , and it 's going to take some big
bats to fill their void."

to compete in the NESCAC championships. Sixth-seeded Amherst beat
third-seeded Wesleyan University last
Sunday. First-seeded Middlebury, who
had a by in the fi rst round of the tournament , arc set to battle seventh-seeded Williams College. Middlebury, a
national women 's lacrosse powerhouse has hosted and won each of the
first six NESCAC championships.
Reaching
success beyond
the
NESCAC. they have also the won five
of the past 10 NCAA Division III
championshi ps.
If Colb y beats Amherst on Saturday,
the Mules will compete against the
other finalist squad at Middlebury on
Sunday.

Colby crew had a toug h weekend.
but one not comp letel y devoid of success.
Last Saturday they traveled to
Durham . New Hampshire to race the
University of New Hampshire and the
University of Vermont, both of which
are Division I. The men 's varsity eight
boat beat UVM , but lost to the quick
UNH boat. Both the women 's first and
second ei ght boats performed identically, beating UVM but losing to
UNH. The novice ei ght boat preformed excellentl y, winning their heat
Co-captain of the women 's team.
Austin Phillips '07 , explained one of
the reasons the first two eight boats
did not do as well as they had hoped
to: "We're still improving and adjusting to several line up changes we
made last week." Co-captain of the
men 's team . Matt Wallach '07. said
the race was "fun " but "a little disappointing. "
But both crews are excited about
this weekend during which they will
compete at the New England Rowing
Championships
in
Worcester .
Massachusetts. Wallach explained the
goals of the men 's team: "We 're looking forward to beating several crews
that we barely lost to during the regular season. [We want to] get first or
second in our heat to advance to the

TRACK
@ New England Division III
Championships
W OMEN ' S LACROSSE
@ NESCAC Semifinals
Amherst

SUNDAY, MAY 6
W OMEN' S LACROSSE
@ NESCAC finals
CREW
@ New England Rowing
Championships

Grand Finals , a race that the Colbj
men 's team has not participated in fiif
several years. " Philli ps said that the
women 's team hopes to gain speed
this week , since they are now able to
practice on the lake, and to demon
strate that speed al New Eng lands
The following weekend crew headto the ECAC National Regatta where
their "performance will determine
whether we will be invited to Oak
Ridge. Tennessee for this yearNCAA tournament ," Philli ps said
Wallach added that although the men team is looking forward to ECAC they are focusing on the New England
regatta first.

Men's lacrosse falls short of post-season play in loss to Amherst College
By DAVID METCALF
STAFF WRITER

The men 's lacrosse learn finished
their season this past Saturday with a
loss at home to Amherst College , currently ranked third in the New Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference
This came after an away win over the
University of Southern Maine and a
home loss to Bowdoin College
The home loss to Bowdoin (ranked
sixth in the league after all regular season games) was especiall y difficult to
bear, as any loss to a rival always is.
Colby had a 3-2 lead after the first
quarter, but the match was clearl y still
anyone 's game. Scoring six goals in
the second quarter. Bowdoin took the
lead 6-3 at the end of the first half
The game was still far from over,
but recovering from a three-goal
deficit proved to be more difficult than
the Mules could handle Not only did
they lose 10-8, but also lost any chance
of advancing to post-season play.
With two games left in the season,
the team was far from finished. The
University of Southern Maine game
gave Colby a well-deserved break.
After taking live losses in a row , Colby
found out once again what it is like to
be on top. even after losing several
players to suspension for violations of
in-season team policy. Four goals by
Caddy Brooks "09, three from Rob
Dudley '08, two from Whit McCarth y
'10 and Todd Boertzcl "09 and one

Colbv fell to Amherst last Saturday, bringing their season to a close.
each from Sam Kenned y '09 and
Captain Kyle Haskett '07 totaled to 13
goals. Tom Gianakos '10 had eight
saves , letting just five in. Colby
proved victorious by a score of 13-5.
Unfortunately, the Mules were not
able to carry that momentum into
Saturday's Amherst game against the
Lord JetT's. Colby was in the hole . 123 at the half , and though they were
able to ti ghten the gap considerably,
they failed to overtake Amherst at intend. After a hard fought match, the
Mules " last game of the season resulted in a 15-10 loss.
Despite such disappointment, the
team still has a strong sense of pride.
"The guys on this team never gave less
than 100% in any game we've played
this year...our record reflects neither
our effort nor ability as a lacrosse

team ," Captain K > lc Haskett '07 com
mented.
Coach Knstofer Koerber agrecJ
"we all had very hig h expectations and
sadly we did not meet them. (Thai is
not to say |our lack of success was du:
to the kids not working hard or iu
dedicating themselves to the idea!-- set
forth in the beginning of the season
He reflected Haskett 's sentiments bj
adding, "the good that we need to tafci
from this season., [is that] we arc
proud of those kids who stuck with ii
and dedicated themselves 100% to the
cause."
"I have great hopes for the future i '
this program ." Haskett added. "The .<'
guys we seniors are leaving behind arc
more than capable pla>ers . and 1 loot
forward to watching how the ten' 1
does next year. "

INSIDE SPORTS

Tufts sweeps Colby softball

The women dropped three games to a strong
MQE 12
Jumbos team last weekend.

Tennis season comes to a close

The men lost to Williams in the NESCAC
PAGE 13
tournament last Saturday.

